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at lowest possible prices

For highest quality equipment
HaxuLhJOJL
:DAYSTROM;
HI-FI FM TUNEB Model FM-4U
This model is available in two units which, for
your convenience, are sold separately. They
comprise a Tuning Unit (model FMT-4U) at
£3.5.0. incl. P.T. and an I.F. amplifier unit
(model FMA-4U) at £11.11.0. The Tuning
Unit is despatched wired and tested. Provision
is made for stereophonic F.M. radio transmissions. Printed circuit for I.F. amplifiers
and ratio detector. Built-in power supply,
7 valves, many refinements. Range 88-108
Mc/s. (Illustration bottom right.)
Total Cost
iMJtjO

TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS AHD
HI-FI BSTHDSIA8T8
Our wide range does not permit adequate
coverage of all models. A FREE CATALOGUE and full specifications of any
particular model will be gladly sent on
request, without obligation en your part.
WIRED AND TESTED MODELS NOW
AVAILABLE. PRICES ON REQUEST.
AH prices Include free delivery In U.K. Deferred
terms available on orders over £10.

TAFE-RECOBDIHO AHD REPLAY HI-FI
AMPT.nmrw
Mono, modal TA-IM, Stereo model TA-IS
For use wilh mosi upe decks. Thermomeler type recording indicators, press-button speed compensation and
input selection, J-position bias level and printed drcuit
construction.
TA-IM
£18. 2.6
TA-IM aad Collaro "STUDIO" (30.10.0
TA-IM aad TRUVOX Mk. 6 ... £40.17.6
TA-IS (illuatratftoa Caatr.)
... £23.6.0
TA-IS and Collaro "STUDIO" £35.14.0
TA-IS aad TRUVOX Mk. 6 ... £52. 1.0
TRUVOX Mk. 6 reduced to ... £29.15.0
A WHOLE RANGE OF PACKAGED DEALS (INCLUDING "CONNOISSEUR" TURNTABLES aad DECCA
llu PICK-UP) NOW AVAILABLE TO SAVE YOU
FURTHER MONEY.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS
" COT8WOLD " m-FI FREE SUSPENSION
A range of equipment cabinets is now available
SPEAKER SYSTEM
to meet the differing needs of enthusiasts. All Thii is an acoustically designed enclosure 26 in. x 23 in. x
141 in. housing a 12 in. bass speaker wilh 2 in. speech
are accurately machined for ease of assembly and coil,
elliptical middle speaker, together wilh a pressure
left "in the while" for finish to personal taste. unit to cover the ruirfrequency range of 30-20.000 c/s.
Capable
doing justice to the finest programme source,
Designed for maximum operating convenience or its polarofdistribution
makes it ideal for really Hi-Fi
Delivered complete with speakers, cross-over
for where room space is an overriding considera- Stereo.
unit, level control, Tygan grille cloth, etc. All pans pretion, this range has at least one model to meet cul and drilled for ease of assembly and lell "in the while"
veneered for finish to personal taste. Can be easily
your requirements. Why not send for full details? assembled
in an evening and you then have a system fully
comparable
wilh any in the £40-£75 class. Assembled
THE "MALVERH'
OOTSWOLD
Xll.5.6 to £17.18.6
Weight 61 lbs
£21.19.6
Here are some other interesting HeathMt Models for yon.
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM Model SSU-1. This kit is
HI-FI STEREO 16-WATT AMPLIFIER Model S-M.
easily assembled. It contains twin speakers and balance
Within its power rating, this handsome-looking amplifier
control in its ducted port reflex cabinet. It is equally
is
believed to be the finest stereo amplifier available,
si'ilable for stereo or mono in average room. Legs
regardless
of price. U/L push-pull output. 0.l%disin.
£1 Is. Od. Leas legs £10 I7a 66.
at 6 watts per channel. £26 12a. 6d.
8-88
HI-FI STEREO 6-WATr AMPLIFIER Model
STEREO CONTROL UNIT Model USC-I. A
S-33. Attractively styled, completely selfde luxe stereo control unit with variable filter,
contained. Printed circuil makes it easy to build.
switched
rumble
filler,
printed
circuil
boards
and
Only 0.3% distortion at 2) W/chal. U/L output,
many other refinements. Operates direct from
12
ganged controls. Positively your best buy in
tape heads. £18 18s. 6d.
low-priced stereo. £12 Sa 6d.
TSC-I
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO Model
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Model AG-9U.
UXR-I. Superbly styled, in beautiful solid hide
Delivers up to 10 volts pure sine-wave (less than
case, with golden relief and crystal easy-lo-tune
0.1% distortion. 20 c/s to 20 kc/s). Decade
dial, this completely self-contained 6-transi»tor
swltch-eelecied frequencies from 10 to 100,000 c/s.
dual-wave set performs brilliantly everywhere,
Internal 600 Ohm N/l load, or external.
even in a car. Reproduction is exceptionally
£19 19s. 6d.
good. Printed circuit. £14 18s. 6d.
TA-IS
UXR-1
SHORTWAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
POWER AMPLIFIER 12-WATT Model MA-I2.
Model RSW-1. Four wave-band seven transistor
Single channel, ideal for stereo conversion.
portable with telescopic and ferrite aerials,
£10 19s. 6d.
slow-motion tuning. Covers Medium, Trawler,
and
6-26 Mc/s in four switched bands. Uses
LOW INPUT HI-FI STEREO PREprinted circuil board and latest circuit technique.
AMPLIFIER Model USP-I. Aninputof2-20mV
Superbly
styled leather case. £22 10s. 0d.
will produce an output adjustable from 20 mV
1 HI v OX \ k
to 2 volts. This enables low-input p.u.'s. etc..
TRUVOX TD-1 Mk. 6 TAPE DECK. High
to load fully subsequent amplifiers of medium
qualily mono'slereo Tape Deck. 3 B.T.H.
sensitivity. Negligible distortion. £6 17a 6d.
G
thaded pole motor, with silent drive. " Wow'
o
end " flutter " limited to a total content of leas
COLLARO " STUDIO " TAPE DECK. The
than 0,2%. Complete operation by push-bullon
finest buy in its price range. May be converted
controls.
£29 IS,. Od.
to stereo. Two tracks. " Wow " and " flutter "
R8W-1
not greater than 0.15% at 71" p.s. Long Term
UDIO
"
MOHICAN
" GENERAL COVERAGE RESpeed Stability belter than 0.5%. £17 10a
CEIVER Model GC-1U. Fully tranlillorised. 4
piezo-electric Iransfilicra. To overcome the problems
SUGDEN MOTOR UNIT " CONNOISSEUR ". Heavy
of alignment etc..the R.F. " front end " Is supplied as a
duty motor operating at 334 and 43 r.p.m. Very heavy
pre-assembled and prealigned unit. £36 ISa. Od.
ir turntable. £17 ft. 5d.
COLORING-LENCO TRANSCRIPTION RECORD
COMPLETE MATCHED STEREO OUTFIT. Including
PLAYER Model G.US8. Fitted with the <3.60 pick-up
RP-IU Record Player (until supplies are exhausted),
arm. it has iofinilely variable speed adjustment between
S-33 Stereo^Amplifier tod SSU-1 Twin Speaker Systems.
FM-4 TUNER
331
and 80 r.p-m. as well as a fixed speed of 16 r.p.ra.
~
- - £2 2a. Od. optional extra.
31 lb. turalsble to reduce rumble." wow " and " flutter ".
£20 12*. 2d.
OTHEM HEATHKIT MODELS A VAtLABLE
JUST POST THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
... Model V.7A £13.0.0
World's largest-selling VAL'
Without obligation please send me
TICK
G/P OSCrLLOSCOPE (5 In. Flat-face screen)
... Model 0-I2U £36.10.0
HERE
" HAM " TRANSMITTER
Model DX-40U £32.10.0
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
... Model VF-IU £11.2.0
-jr FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE ..
TRANSISTOR RADIO for Ibc younnten ...
... Model UIR-I £2.16.6
RESISTANCE/CAPACITANCE BRIDGE ...
Model C-3U £8.6.6
FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)
AUDIO VALVE MILUVOLTMZTEH ...
... Model AV-3U £13.18.6
wilt, below U BLOCK CAPITALS
... Model AW-IU £14.14.6
AUDIO WATTMETER
DEPT. HT.IO
NAME
DAYSTROM LTD. GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND
ADDRESS
A member of the Daysuom Group, manufacturers of
.HT10 THE LARGEST-SELUNG ELECTRONIC KITS IN THE WORLD
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TK- one
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up-manship

D

Ere-rooe knows that one-up-manship is the
art of being one up on the rest. But what makes
the TK1 one up on other battery portables?
Weil now. it isn't just one thing. Its a whole
list of them. Let's take a quick look
-^■TJUU FUNCTION ABILITY. A portable tape
recorder b meant to be used in the open air.
It

probably be carried about sometimes in

the ram. The TK 1 is designed on that assumpuoo. In the carrying position everything is protected. In the operating position care has been
taken to see that moisture can't get in easily.
"X-ANO facilities available. Unlike some
other miniature portables, the TK 1 does
base a tone control. It does have a temporary

\

ston control which enables recording or playback
to stan crisply at correct speed. And because of
•is constant speed of 3J I.P.S. TK 1 tapes can be
played back on any mains model tape recorder
hastnc this speed. The TK I can be played back
throcgh an external battery or power supply.

■i ■

^-AHYTHiNa ELSE? Yes. The TK 1 has a
Magic Eye which immediately registers peaks
m recording level. This is not universal on
battery machines, but we think it essential for
good recording.

BUYING A TAPE RECORDER, SMALL OR LARGE, NEEDS
THOUGHT. WE HAVE GIVEN PORTABLE REQUIREMENTS
LONG AND CAREFUL STUDY. IF YOU WILL DO THE SAME,
WE BELIEVE YOU WILL BUY GRUNDIG.

finally ... The TK 1 is a robust
sturdy. »orkmanlike job. And remember, it
is suppiied complete with batteries of the
extended life type: and with microphone, spare
leads, tape spool, spare spool—for only 29 gns.

GRURDIG
GRUNDIG (Gt. Britain) LTD. Advertising <4 Showrooms:
39/41 New Oxford Street * London ■ W.C.I
Trade enquiries to: Newlands Park, Sydenham, London, S.E.26
{Electronics Division, Gas Purification A Chemical Company Ltd.)
cd T./l,.
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EVERYONE'S GOING

ELIZABETHAN
FOR TOP TAPE RECORDER VALUE!
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THE ELIZABETHAN

MAJOR

THE ELIZABETHAN TT3

NOW A CHOICE OF 2 OR 4 TRACK I

THE VERSATILE NEW TWIN-TRACK!

Specially designed for the serious enthusiast who must have
professional standards. The Major offers the performance
and facilities only found previously in top-grade professional
equipment.
Phenomenal frequency response 50-20,000 c/s at 7J ips
50-14.000 c/s at 3J ips
50- 7.000 c/s at 11 ips
all ±3dB
★ Built-in superimposilion and mixing
★ Separate inputs and bass/treble controls
★ Twin speakers: 10'x 6' high-flux elliptical. 4" tweeter
_
★ 6 watts push-pull output
CT C
★ 3 micron gap recording head
A vailahle as either 2 or 4 track
GNS excliuling mic.

A great new Elizabethan 3-speed, twin-track model at a
particularly low price—yet offering all the facilities of much
higher-priced machines.
★ 3 speeds: li. 3J and 7J ips
★ Frequency response 50-12,000 c/s at 7J ips
50- 8,000 c/s at 31 ips
50- 5.000 c/s at IJ ips
★ 6" x 4" high-flux speaker
★ Monitoring through speaker while recording
★ Simple press button operation
★ Independent mixing and bass/treble controls
★ Digit counter and column type magic eye
Complete with mic.. tape, etc.

39 GNS

POST THE COUPON NOW FOR DETAILS OF THE UNRIVALLED RANGE OF ELIZABETHAN MODELS
Above everything else. Elizabethan offer value for money. See them,
hear them, study the prices and see for yourself why everyone's going
Elizabethan!
OTHER MODELS INCLUDE;
POPULAR DE LUXE Sensational tape recorder value at 24 gns 2 track
27 gns 4 track
FTI Full-facility 4 track at a real budget price
34 gns
FH A magnificent 3-speed. 4-track recorder for the
enthusiast who wants the best
45 gns
LYRIC Amazing value 4-speed record player at only 17) gns tax paid
'CARLTON Beautifully styled auto-change record player at only 19) gns
tax paid
'CORSAIR The smartest little transistor radio built with Elizabethan
audio know-how
16 gns tax paid
• Filled whh exclusive hi-fi lape recorder output socket

To ELIZABETHAN (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD
Bridge Close, Romford, Essex
Please send me full details of all the models in your 1961 range
Name
Address

.trr:
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DON'T

GROSS

THE

CHANNELS
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Strrro ape recording has come to stay. If
ycc want first-rate stereo sound in the end,
vct: must have a first-rate stereo microphone
freer: ibe start. This microphone must have
the same balanced, wide-frequency response
zs a mono mike, and in addition achieve
separation of all sound into two separate
channels. Acos microphones have long been
amongst the best in the world; Acos are the
leading pioneers in stereo. No wonder,
tberefore, that the new ACOSlereo
rmcrophone is strictly in the champion
dass for performance, separation, good
icccs and good value.

MIC 44
The new ACOStereo
MIC 44 is a fully stereophonic microphone,
operating on the coincident
phase principle. It contains
two inserts with figureeight characteristics, at 90
to each other, giving
overall clover-leaf rcponse
with first-rate channel
separation. Output -68 dB
ref tV/dyne cm'; frequency
response 50-8,000 c/s;
separation better than
12 dB at 1 kc/s.
UK retail price £6.6.0,

^

GET SET

FOR

STEREO

ACOSTEREO
MICROPHONE

/

are/doing things in

styli

COSVdOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS HF.RTS • TEL: WALTHAM CROSS 27331 (London subscribers please dial WS273311
411
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SIMON
Cabinet designed by
LUCAS MELLINGER, A.R.I.B.A., A.M. T P.I.

Brilliantly designed, brilliantly styled,
giving brilliant results—the new
SIMON SP5 is modern as next year!
Simon Equipment Limited, using all
the experience gained from their
research and development work in
industrial electronics, have made a
new approach to tape recorder design
from the base-plate up. Modern wellproved techniques give the SIMON
SP5 its superb performance —and a
wider range of facilities than any other
instrument in the price range

Seven-inch spools, twin tracks, two speeds, and pause
control are features of the ruggedly designed high performance deck
A spectacularly successful cabinet design provides
optimum acoustic conditions, efficient ventilation, and
easy-operation control panels
Transistors and valves are each used to their best advantage in circuits setting patterns for the future — 10' x tfj'
speaker with 4' tweeter
Simultaneous monitoring of record signal through loudspeaker or headphones, mixing, fade-in control
Re-recording facilities — transferring the signal from one
track to the other with simultaneous mixing of microphone
or radio input
Conversion to stereo at minimum cost, using readywired circuitry

SEE AND HEAR IT AT YOUR LOCAL DEALERS NOW!
To SIMON EQUIPMENT LIMITED
48 Qeorse Street London W1
Please send me your leaflet on the new
SIMON SP5

SIMON

NAME

EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
48 George Street London W1
Telmphonei WMLbeck 337!
Tmlegramtl SIMSALE WESDO LONDON

ADDRESS

710
^
SEE the shape of the future I HEAR perfection in sound/
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colour graded

4
Mastertape

■■

colour

pack

graded0

and

instant

label

for

identify

♦ Dustproof laminated book style containers with
index for book shelf or tape library
^ Available in 3 new grades and 7 spool sizes.
♦ Better than ever quality for faultless 4 track or
stereo recording.
♦ In daily use all over the world by leading experts including
B.B.C., Admiralty, and G.P.O.
♦ High polish finish requires no artificial lubricant and
achieves higher lop response.
♦ A productof more than 25 years research and development in
sound recording.
\
it

pays

wss

to

insist

on

Mastertape

nna

UCOCOINC COMPAN Y LIMITED. COLNBROOK, BUCKS. TELEPHONE COLNBROOK 1411
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HIHHD Of THI
AUDIT ■UUAU
OT CIRCULATIONS
T AST month in this column we wrote at some length, and with
L-* considerable enthusiasm, about the " arrival" of tape records
for the domestic market. Since then, and in their own dramatic
and bold fashion, World Record Club have seen to it that virtually everyone in the country should know their plans. To all
this we can only say, " full marks!" If the proverbial job is
worth doing, it is worth doing thoroughly and well. The advertising campaign is still in full swing as we write, and we learn
from W.R.C. that the response to it has been (their word)
FabulousMany thousands of the new tape records were
despatched to all parts of the country during the first two weeks,
and the orders still pour in. And so, almost overnight, the
domestic tape recorder became the new " magic box "—the newstyle musical instrument of the home.
We do not know—and nobody knows exactly—how many tape
recorders are in use, or disuse, in the homes of the British Isles.
Estimates vary from 1,750,000 to over 2,000,000. But whatever
the total, it is a formidable one; and the wonder of it is that
such a potential market has for so long been neglected. Every
tape recorder owner is a potential buyer of tape records. Ever
since the first domestic recorder was offered for sale in Britain,
more than twelve years ago, it was obvious to all who gave it
thought that, sooner or later, tape would become a competitor for
disc. For more than sixty years people have bought disc players,
in every shape and form, from hand-wound portables to elaborate
radiograms. It any proof were needed, after such a history, the
tens of millions of disc players that must have been sold, and the
seemingly ever-increasing demand for more, establish the fact
that people demand " music boxes " as a part of everyday life.
The fact that. say. two million "voice-recording boxes" have
also been sold here, surely establishes the further fact that this
newer modern domestic instrument has an assured place of its
own. Couple the two—make it possible for the recorder to replay
the records, and the potential must increase not twice, but several
times.
This is what we have hoped for, and urged, for so long. Now
that it has at last come about, we can all be very thankful—
repeat, " allFor let us look further ahead, and deeper than
the surface ripples. First, the advent of these tape records will
demand, and result in, a better standard of quality of reproduced
EDITORIAL
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sound from all domestic recorders. Second, medium-priced recorders will find a bigger market, which will enable wise manufacturers to plan in terms of quality and quantity. Third, the
increased use of tape, through tape records, will stimulate the
sales of unrecorded tape, and this should result in lower prices
for the domestic user. And these main facts are the pointers to
much more that can lie in store.
W.R.C. have set the ball rolling. Given the success they deserve,
they will not be alone in the field for long. Other holders of big
music catalogues will not be able to remain disinterested. Other
producers of tape records, too. will benefit from the impetus of
the rolling ball. All will benefit who produce good products at
a fair price—and this is as it should be.
Big and important as the W.R.C. plan is, it is but the first step
in the direction towards the proper establishment of Tape in the
overall domestic scene. We now wait with the greatest interest to
see what will come next. It should be exciting—and it cannot
be very long.
NEXT MONTH
TN our next number (November) we begin a new series of articles
^ by Graham Balmain. The first of these deals with the facts of
quarter-track recording. In this same issue, too, we propose to
publish an analysis of the data supplied to us by readers in response to our editorial request of March (Vol. 3, No. 2). The
Equipment reviews will bring reports by A. Tutchings on the
E.M.I, transistorised battery portable RE 321, and the Reslo
PRL microphone. Other features will deal with Tape and
Libraries, and the combination of transparencies and sound for
the holiday-maker. Workbench, Readers' letters and problems,
details of new products, plus the usual pages of news and pictures
promise to make the November number of exceptional interest.
-COVER PICTURE' CMILES for Three and Tears for One ' could very well be the
^ caption for this month's cover photograph. It was taken
when Armand and Michaela Denis, the famous husband and wife
explorer team, were travelling in the Suk country. The equipment
seen in the photograph consists of a Fi-Cord Mark IA recorder
and Grampian DP4 microphone, and although the recorder
generally fascinates most of the natives, baby appears to be
unimpressed. Readers will recall the previous front cover photograph of Armand and Michaela (March 1961) taken earlier on
the tour.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 21/- per
annum (U.S.A. $3.00) from The Tape Recorder, 99
Mortimer Street, London, W.l. Subscription + Index, 24/(U.S.A. $3.25).
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John Berwick presents
EMIGUIDES
6 demonstration tapes that pave

FREE OFFER
Start collecting your emiguides now.
Every spool carries a coupon. Six
coupons bring you free a special Emitray for storing the complete set.

the way to better recording
John Berwick, the well-known writer and broadcaster on all
aspects of tape recording, has devised, written and recorded
six emiootdes. With these, you can make your tape recordings
as good as his.
How are you on microphone technique? Ever tried trick
recording? Whatever you want to know Is almost certainly
on emiouides, brought to you by the makers of emttape. On
them, John Berwick illustrates the answer to every problem
with examples: you hear the sounds you should be getting
and those you shouldn't, learning as you listen, how to
achieve the first and how to avoid the second.
All six tapes make a first-rate Introduction to tape recording but each emiqdtde is available separately and is completely self-contained. Each spool can be used again for your
own recordings, and is very good value at 8/6.

EMIGUIDES BY

EMTTAPE DIVISION. EMI SALES AND SERVICE LTD,
HAYES. MIDDLESEX. HAYES 3833
416
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Tape Position Indicators for B-SJt. Deck
Tape Recorders incorporating the B.S.R. TD.2 Decks will
shortly be available with Tape Position Indicating Counters
fitted as original equipment. The necessary arrangements will
be made by Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd. upon request.
English Numbering Machines Ltd. can supply a complete pack
comprising the counter with fixing screws, driving pulleys and
belt, as well as a clip-in window. This accessory was originally
intended for supply only to manufacturers of tape recorders.
Bearing in mind the simplicity of the fitting, it was felt that
users of tape recorders incorporating TD.2 Decks may wish to
benefit from an accurate and easily read Tape Position Indicator.
The complete pack will, therefore, be generally available from
English Numbering Machines Ltd.. 25 Queensway, Enfield,
Middlesex, at a retail price of £1 16s.
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Colorsound comes to Britain
Colorsound—a revolutionary idea in home entertainment—
will soon be introduced into this country by Bonochord Ltd.,
the electronic and acoustic engineers. Colorsound is an interpretation of music or speech in the form of light patterns and is
the invention of Mr. R. O'Reilly, an American electronic expert.
For some years now, equipment has been available to produce
visual images of music through colour patterns, but, it has
consisted of complex consoles and computors. This has restricted
performances to large scale public exhibitions. However, this
problem has now been overcome with the Colour Translator—
a box of electronic equipment only a few inches in diameter.
It can be adapted for use with radios, televisions, record players,
and tape recorders.
Mr. J. Traill-Hill, Market Director of Bonochord, claims that
the equipment makes possible, the immediate mood-interpretation
of music and speech in graduations of coloured light. The
American patentees of the Translator—Colorsound Manufacturing
Co. Inc. of California—have modified the equipment for use in
the fields of mental theraphy and drugless tranquillisation.
These applications will now be available in this country.
A permanent display of the equipment and application is
being prepared at Bonochord's showroom at 48, Welbeck Street,
London, W.l. Details will be available shortly.

.
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The new sound effects equipment just installed by Weslrex
Company Limited, London, for the Ghost Train Blackpool
Pleasure Beach was especially designed and built for this particular situation and consists of a \2-way multi-tape sound reproduction system comprising twelve tape reproducing units with
associated pre-ampliflers, amplifiers, control switching and loudspeakers each with car operation switches and lime delay circuit. The entire unit is operated automatically with appropriate
sound coming in at the designated stages.

Recorder Manufacturer Finds U.S. " Very Promising "
MR. JACK DICKMAN, managing director of Fidelity Radio
Ltd.. returned just before the Radio Show from a lour of
the United States heartened at the possibilities of breaking into
the transistor radio and tape recorder market in that country.
" There is room in that market for our ' Argyll' rangesays
Mr. Dickman, " but they require some extra features which I shall
incorporate for them.
" Certainly, there is a lot of groundwork to be done, both from
administrative and technical aspects, but there is great scope and
opportunity. When recessional dips hit the radio industry in the
States, they go out and sell all the harder. The result is that there
is a constant expansion rate."

Truvox Presentation
IN the National Press recently, there appeared a report concernk ing Robert James Armour, a schoolboy who acted, in the words
of the Chairman of London Sessions, with great responsibility
and citizenship in helping in the arrest of criminals.
As a result of this. Robert was awarded £5 and Truvox, Ltd.,
saw this report and noted Robert's desire to obtain a tape
recorder, they decided that since civic zeal of this kind is not
always rewarded sufficiently, they would present him with the
tape recorder which he has wanted for so long. The presentation
took place in their office on September 5th.

EMI's New Mono-Stereo Audio Mixer
MONO and stereo recordings of the same performance can
be made simultaneously on a special type 17-channel audio
mixing control conso'c now being manufactured by EMI
Electronics Ltd., for Levy's Sound Studios of New Bond Street,
London. Cost of supplying and installing this latest development
in mixing equipment will be around £9,000, including console,
rack-mounted units and special features designed by EMI to
meet Levy's particular requirements. It will be used for making
the highest quality master recordings on magnetic tape, for the
production of gramophone records and feature programmes.

Kidderminster Club Organise Competition
A tape competition has been organised by the newly-formed
Kidderminster and District Amateur Tape Recording Society
which is open to all members and honorary members of the
Society. A person may enrol as an honorary member for the
sum of two shillings for the purpose of entering the competition.
Prizes include a Silver Cup plus £10 in cash, and a tape
recorder. Closing date for the competition is 25th October 1961.
It is open to all amateur performers and the tapes must not
contain any copyright material. Furtheru details and entry
forms can be obtained from J. S. Griffiths, Hillcroft29 Slon
Hill. Kidderminster.
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Selection of Announcements
With certain exceptions, a selection is made for every train
that enters, or will enter, the controlling section of the line.
Selections arc made in the order that trains will arrive at the
platform, irrespective of the order of entering the controlling
track circuit sections or routing to the platform. Non-stopping
trains, light engines, and so on. for which no announcement is
necessary, but which will occupy the platform track circuits
are included in the selection by operating the " No announcement " key.
The exceptions mentioned are in respect of (a) the frequent
goods trains that approach on a branch line and pass through
the platform, and ibi trains that enter the controlling section
but are diverted to the Woolwich branch before reaching the
platform. To avoid undue attention by the operator no
selections are necossan for the trains in respect of (a). In the
case of (b) " No announcement " selections arc necessary, as the
route is occasionally set up after the train has entered the
controlling section. In the event of an alteration or incorrect
selection, the stored selections can be cancelled and fresh
selections made.
Monitoring
An audible and visual warning is given if a train enters the
controlling section for which no selection has been made. A
selection can then be made at any lime before the train arrives
at the platform, but if no time is available for the broadcasting
of the " train approaching" message, this is automatically
omitted. For example, announcements for Hertford-line trains
which start from Stratford Station consist of a " train standing "
message only, and are broadcast either immediately the selection
is made or immediatelv after any previously stored selection for
arriving trains are cleared by those trains.
The announcements may be checked by means of a monitor
loudspeaker, and special or emergency announcements may be
made by microphone to any or all platforms including those of
the up lines.
Recording
The announcements for each group arc recorded on a
continuous loop of magnetic paper tape (to reduce static) 3
inches wide, with a capacity for recording 25 side-by-sidc tracks.
The "train approaching'' and "train standing" messages are
each recorded on separate tracks. The reproducing head is
attached by a gear wheel fitted to the shaft of a modified two-way
uniselector mechanism On receipt of a " start" signal, the
uniselector wipers move over the normal type of bank contact
and search for the position marking the required announcement; this rotation positions the reproducing head on the
appropriate recorded track. The tape is driven at a constant
speed of 7i i/s by rollers and gearing, from a 1/20 h.p. motor,
and after passing through the reproducing head and main system
capstan rollers is allowed to fall freely into one end of a box,
so dimensioned that the tape is guided to form folds that are
gently removed as it is extracted from the other end of the
container, where it is again drawn to the reproducing head.
Endless Loop
Thus, about 30 ft, of tape is accommodated in a container
17 in. long by 7} in. The box. with tape, can be removed in
a few seconds without dismantling the reproducing head. Two
spare boxes, containing tapes with pre-recorded announcements
arc supplied with other spare components.
Two complete reproducers, with their associated relays, are
mounted on a standard-type rack 6 ft. high and 21 in. wide, with
a power supply control panel. A lamp indicator shows the

ALTHOUGH Irain-spotting is (apparently!) loft to small boys
with notebooks, the fascination of engines, signal boxes
and everything connected with railways affects boys of all sizes
and age groups, from 70 to 80 and downwards. We are therefore quite certain that this behind-the-scenes description of a
unique semi-automatic train-announcement system will be of
considerable interest—particularly since it is based on " Tape
The location is Stratford (not upon-Avon). and the system
has been in operation since 1954. There is, so we are told,
nothing else like it in this country. Having seen it working,
we can only wonder why. The General Electric Co. Ltd.,
who designed and built it, have certainly done a line job. Anyway ..." Stand back; mind the doors; the 3.30 stopping train
to Gidca Park is now standing at platform 3 ". So let's see how
it works.
First, the appropriate announcement is selected by an operator
in the signal box and this selection is stored electrically until
the train arrives at a predetermined distance from the station,
when a " train approaching" announcement is automatically
broadcast. On arrival at the platform and after a suitable time
lapse to allow for the doors opening, a " train standing"
announcement is given in a similar manner. During peak or
abnormal periods when the headway does not allow lime for
" approaching" message to be broadcast, this portion is automatically omitted.
The equipment associated with the electric lines is independent
of that for the main lines; announcements on both groups can
be made simultaneously, as the platforms are sufficiently far
apart to prevent any confusion.
The recorded announcements are numbered and are pre-selectcd
by momentarily depressing the appropriate button, mounted on
the control panel beside the telephone keyboard positioned in
the signal box. Up to four pre-selections can be made and

rap
Mrs. Thackcry, Chief Train Announcer, seen operalinv the tape
recortlint; et/aipnienl used for training Marion annonneers.
electronically stored in each platform group, with an illuminated
lamp indicating the announcement number of each stored
selection. When the announcement for the train is started, a red
lamp is illuminated next to the respective storage indication,
and both lamps are extinguished when the train leaves the
platform.
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The above pholoxraph shows the train control operator at the control panel at Stratford Station. The position of this desk in the
signal box allows the operator to check with the train signalling system and so determine which announcement has to be relayed.
recording track in use, and also facilities for local operation for
maintenance purposes.
Amplifier Equipment
Three racks of amplifier equipment are provided, two for the
recorded announcements and one for the microphone announcements on the up platforms. Each rack is fitted with identical
equipment consisting of a monitor loudspeaker and output level
meter panel, switching panel, tape playback, pre-amplifier, power
amplifier, relay panel and power supply.
The switching panel provides a ready means for connecting
the rack equipment to either reproducer and to any loudspeaker
group. During maintenance operations, or in the event of a
failure, service can be maintained to a busy platform by
switching the reproducer and loudspeaker group to the infrequently used amplifier normally associated with the up platform.
Each amplifier is self-contained with a power unit and rectifier
circuit and a rotary switch is used in conjunction with a meter
for checking the conditions of all valves. The mains supply is
connected by a relay, with mercurial contacts fitted on each rack
and is operated from the signal box control panel.

reproducer equipment; (d) omission of a "start" signal for the
"train approaching" portion, when necessary; (e) facilities for
cancelling, by the operator, of stored selections; (f) connection
of a second " start" signal for a " train standing" portion,
when a repetition of this portion, or alternative portion is
required by the operator; and (g) provision of lamp and buzzer
signals on the panels, such as " storage full " and " fuse alarm
Each announcement selection is stored by positioning a uniselector on the appropriate bank contact; after which the
conditions mentioned in (a) are connected in turn to these
selection storage switches by a further uniselector known as
the sequence switch and the " start " signals transmitted to the
reproducer equipment.
Delay Relay
An adjustment delay relay allows for a suitable lapse of time
between the train occupying the platform track and the doors
opening before the "start" signal for the "train standing"
message is transmitted. If a train is held at the platform
unusually long, or if the " train standing " announcement needs
correcting, this portion may be repeated, or an alternative given.
The microphone, mounted on an extending arm attached to
the left of the control panel is connected to a pre-amplifier
on the top of the reproducer rack. The output of this preamplifier is connected, when required, to any or all the platform
amplifiers by the operation of relays controlled from the
keyboards.
Built to Specificalioo
The amplifier equipment and the tape reproducers and adoption
of a uniselector switch mechanism for positioning the reproducer
head on any required track was designed, developed, supplied
and installed by the General Electric Co., Ltd., to meet the
specification and requirements of Mr. A. Moss. Signal and
Telecommunications Engineer, British Railways, Eastern Region.
The keyboards, control apparatus rack and equipment was
designed, manufactured, and installed and the whole work
finally put into commission by the staff of the Eastern Region.
Installations of this type can only be used on special stations,
this is due to the fact that personal announcements have to be
relayed quite often on larger stations which would possibly
interrupt an automatic system. However due to the success of
this equipment it has been decided to duplicate this installation
at Barking in the near future.

Operation
On receipt of the " start " signal from the control apparatus, a
uniselector rotates and is stopped on the marked bank contact,
thus positioning the replay head on the required track. The
replay motor is then started and. simultaneously, all hightension circuits are completed, via relays, on the amplifier rack
associated with the particular reproducer, and the announcement
is broadcast. The joining of the end of the paper tape to form
the endless loop is made by a metal foil strip. This strip
completes the circuit for the stop relay at the end of the
operation, and the reproducer's amplifiers returned to the
condition of awaiting for the next " start " signal.
Control Apparatus
The control apparatus referred to consists of British Post
Office-type telephone relays and uniselectors. This equipment
performs the following functions: (a) detection, descrimination.
and storage of conditions given by trains approaching the station
through the medium of the existing track circuits and train-describer
equipment; (b) storage of announcement selections made by the
operator; (c) connection of appropriate " start" signals to the
419
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local girls Club—the Trinity Congregational were also made.
It is hoped that many more tape recorder owners, both male and
female, will joint the Brixton Tape Club and so be able to take
part in the interesting and full programme for the coming year.
Mr. R. G. Garretl is the dub secretary and all enquiries should
be addressed to him at 56 Ranray Road, Brixton, London, 51F.2.
'"PHE Walsall & District Tape Recording Qub is fortunate in
having a talented tenor as a member, and having brought
his accompanist along with him one evening a recording session
of operatic arias took place with members using their own equipment. A set of play books was acquired from the local library
and an enjoyable comical meeting was held " play ghosts " with
varying " boos" from folk taking part whilst others did the
recording and sound effects. At the present time members of the
club are having a summer rest period, but in the early days of
September work will begin again. During this time a Round
Robin tape is circulating round the members in order to keep
everyone in touch. Further details from Mrs. J. Watford, 41 Mill
Road, Pel sal I, Walsall.

'• '-rs^
•4i

AT a recent meeting of the Yorit Tape Recording Society, a
vice-chairman and a publicity- ofliccr was elected. Guest for
the evening was Mr. Donaldson who brought a tape of Chrisunas
Greetings made in I960 from the people of Munster, Germany.
It was agreed that similar greetings should be sent to them this
Christmas and arrangements are in hand. New members are
welcome at any club meeting. Further details can be obtained
from C. Machen, 37 Chaisworth Terrace, Poppleion Road, York.

The secretary of World Wide Tape Talk, Mr. C. L.
Towers, seen recording a la/ie to America.
CONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused by the formation
of a new British tape exchange club World Wide Tape Talk.
Although only founded as recently as last June, the club is
already represented by members in the U.S.A., South Africa,
New Zealand. Arabia, Malta and of course. Europe.
It would appear that the club is being run on well-organised
lines. Besides the clearly printed '"Contacts Lists" in which
full, and precise data and interests arc given, all members
are introduced to each other by means of ""Round Robin" Tapes.
Thus a person has the opportunity of hearing the voice of any
other member before deciding on the exchange of tapes.
Perhaps what is also a great appeal of the club is the low
member's subscription fee of 7s. 6d. per annum. Readers interested
in "World Wide Tape Talk" are invited to send a stamped,
addressed envelope for fuil details, to the Secretary: Mr. C. L.
Towers, 35 The Gardens, West Harrow, Middlesex.

A TAPE Clinic has been formed by members of the South
* Birmingham Tape Club. The title speaks for itself—tape recorders are brought along checked and cleaned, heads are demagnetised and checked for azimuth. A nominal charge of one
shilling is made which is put into club funds. Negotiations are
progressing with the formation of a team for a Hospital Service,
arrangements are in hand for a visit to the studio of the Birmingham Hospital Broadcasting Association during an actual Broadcast.
The club meets fortnightly on Mondays at the Stirchley Institute, details of membership may be obtained from the Secretary
W. A. Judd, I Jeremy Grove, Sheldon. Birmingham.

THE Brixton Tape Recording Club was formed in August
1960. Meetings, first held in the organiser's small flat, are
now held every Tuesday evening in a pleasant room over the
saloon Bar of the White Horse at 94 Brixton Hill.
At one lime the membership of the club rose to 21, but there
are now only 10 fully active members. After many setbacks, the
club is now thriving and is inundated with requests for recording sessions by local associations and clubs. One of the club's
main interests is producing tapes for the "Tapes For The Blind"
Magazine, which includes tapes contributed individually or by
the effo Is of the members generally. Every two months a competition is held hy club members, with a silver cup in view for
the eventual winner. A great deal is being learned from the tapes
submitted, and the subjects dealt with arc very varied. During
1961 the club recorded many tapes. These included the 1961
Audio Fair (heard in many places of the Woild by subscribers
to the "Tapes for the Blind" Magazine) and also the local
"Lambeth Festival", which look place in June. Among the
interesting personalities interviewed on this tape were the Mayor
of Lambeth Mr. A. C. Dennis, the "Festival Queen" for 1961,
Miss Vicky Borg, and Mr. Alan Freeman the well-known disc
jockey who helped to judge the " Festival Queen " contest. Tapes
of a recital by the Fortune Singers (members of the St. Margaret's, Westminster, Choir), and a short concert given by a

' | 'HE Soulhall Tape Recording Club has commenced a series
of monthly newstapes. The tapes will be recorded at 3J i/s,
loaned and sent to clubs, post free from the address given below.
Individuals are welcome to participate, but postage will be
charged. The first issue available contains news of exhibitions
in London connected with recording, a series of first-hand experiences with various types of recorders, and an information
exchange bureau. Tapes may be erased and replies given. In
later issues it is hoped to cover a wide range of topics. Meetings
are held at the Community Centre, Soulhall, and further information is available from iV. Robinson, 14. Hayes End Close, Hayes
End, Middlesex.
'"PHE Stereo International Magnetic Tape Club would like to
hear from any stereo tape enthusiasts who are bi-lingual or
tri-lingual. The main activity of the club is the interchange of
tapes, made on stereo machines of music and conversation. One
of the methods used between different language countries, is to
record only on the top half of the tape. This is then sent to this
42C
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country, interpreted and recorded in English on the bottom track.
Any reader interested in assisting this club should contact the
secretary, R. V. Huddleslone, 9 College Avenue, Mellon Mowbray. Leicester, stating which languages are spoken.
•
•
*
SERGEANT Tony Clarke, stationed in Germany has helped
the Walthamstow and District Tape Recording Society form
a tape exchange programme. Since he was posted to this country
he has received, regularly, copies of the local paper, and read of
the activities of the society. He promptly applied for membership. Offering him honorary membership, the society also asked
if they could perform any local services for him, his family
and colleagues. Back came a prompt reply asking for the
sounds of Walthamstow's High Street market on a Saturday
afternoon for himself and other London servicemen. A member
of the society offered to obtain these recordings, and equipped
with a portable recorder managed to collect stallholders crying
their wares, a butcher's auction and many amusing selections
of sales talk so typical of the market. An edited version of
the tape has been sent to the sergeant together with a promise
that another will follow of a ride from the Baker's Arms,
Walthamstow to Chingford Mount. This will be a real reminder
of " civvy street", for Sergeant Clarke was a trolleybus driver
on this route before enlisting. Further details of the club can
be obtained from K. Perks. 9 Third Avenue, Walthamstow,
London. £.17.
•
•
•
A RECENT meeting of the Rugby Amateur Tape Recording
Society was presided over by John Bannister, who introduced blind member Jack Willis who spoke on the subject " How
tape recording has assisted me." He had prepared some
illustrations to help explain his talk. American member Nelson
Woemer followed this lecture with advice on mailing tapes to
other countries together with airmail and seamail postage rates.
Future details from M. E. Brown, 219 Clifton Road, Rugby.
0
0
0
ESTRA regrets to announce the death of Mr. Eric Channon,
president and co-founder of the association. Mr. Channon
died on Monday, 28th August after a short illness.
ESTRA was founded as an international tape-sponding club in
1960 by two enthusiastic British tape recordists—Eric Channon
of Lewes. Sussex and Robert Ellis of Berwickshire, Scotland.
(Incidentally, during the last five years these two men have been
exchanging tapes at the rate of at least one per fortnight.)
In a little over 12 months the association has recruited 270
members from all parts of the world. Much of the success of
the association was due to the great enthusiasm of Eric
Channon. His love for tape recording was second to none and
he had tape friends in almost every country in the world. One
of his great aims in life was to make some contribution, however
small, to world peace and understanding. It was with this object
in view that he co-operated with his Scottish friend in the
formation of ESTRA.
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Don Fisher and his wife Toni, were awarded a certificate and a
golden microphone as first prize in a competition organised by
the Voicespondence Club of America. Their winning tape was
of their holiday on the Norfolk Broads and was recorded on a
Fi-Cord IA tape recorder.
'"PHE meeting at Watford of the West Herts Tape Recording
Society began with a demonstration of the Telefunken 85KL
recorder given by the owner George Richardson. Having prerecorded a description of the machine, it also included a short
history of the Telefunken organisation besides some excellent
examples of the machines capabilities. Mr. Richardson also gave
members an example of how the effects of a crowded dance hall
could be obtained by the use of just two persons and a record
player. This was followed by a practical demonstration of head
alignment given by the secretary. He played tapes, recorded oo
a machine with heads in line, on a machine with heads out of
line and explained how the high audio frequencies were lost
With the use of a BASF Head Alignment Tape adjustment could
be made to get the correct position. Members had been invited
to bring their machines along if they wished to have them
checked, but obviously they were all satisfied as no members took
up the offer. However, the test tape is available should they
wish to check at home. Further details of the society can be
obtained from P. Holtoway, 29 Fishery Road, Boxmoor, Hemel
Hempstcad, Herts.
r

T,HE outstanding entry in this year's British Amateur Tape
Recording Contest was made by Mr. T. J. Devereaux of
London with other members of the London Tape Recording Club.
It is an eight-minute composition entitled " Just by Accident"
which dramatises the hospital experiences of an accident victim.
This tape wins the Emitape Challenge Cup, the Amphlett
Challenge Shield, and a cash prize, and will be entered for the
tenth International Amateur Recording Contest to be judged in
West Berlin in October. Other winning tapes were: " Life in
1801 " (Schools Section) Penninglon Junior Mixed School. Lymington, Hants., " The Battle of the Brook " (Documentary) R. A.
Margoschis., " Pum 31 " (Compositions) D. J. Garrett, Tonbridge,
Kent, " Final Curtain" (Music and Speech) A. Pengelly, Plymouth. " Experiments in Reversed Speech '" (Technical Experiment) D. B. Affleck, Peterborough, " Bird Song" (Outdoor
Recording) Miss A. N. Goodwin, Buckland St. Mary, Chard. The
contest—which is the fifth in the series—was organised and
sponsored by the magazine, Tape Recording Fortnightly.
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An Interesting Hobby: Sound Hunting In Germany
A BOUT twenty thousand people of all age-groups in Germany
spend their spare-time with a most satisfying hobby. They
are hunting sounds—picking them up with the microphone and
recording them on a magnetic tape. Doing so means pleasure to
them and a lot of fun to other people. Sounds captured in nature
as well as music and speech added to the narrow film shot during
their holiday result in a sound film, i.e. a combination of synchronised sound and cinematography, as the experts define it.
Thousands of sound amateurs organised in the two clubs existing
in Germany exchange their experience and maintain a world-wide
exchange of tapes. The sound amateur in Berlin or Nuremberg
sends his tapes with personal regards, with little radio plays
featuring his daily life in a nice setting of music, to friends in
New Zealand, South America, and East Asia, and as a return gift
he receives recordings from his partners overseas.
The national Clubs of Sound Hunters united in the F6d6ration
Internationale des Chasseurs de Son (International Association
of Sound Hunters) meet annually for a big competition. After
each country has already run internal, eliminating competitions,
the best tape recordings are presented to an international jury.
In the years past, besides splendid technical performance and
imaginative combinations there were real pieces of art of the
smaller variety among the prize-winning tape recordings submitted: radio plays, documentaries, amateur compositions, sound
documents, playful electronic experiments, and school recordings.
In this year this international competition (the 10th) is held in
West Berlin under the patronage of Sender Freies Berlin, and, as
already happened in previous years, the best recordings are likely
to be combined on a long-play record.
For a good and imaginative amateur recording besides ability,
fantasy, and experience just a little good luck is required, and
above all a good tape recorder. The sound hunters' activities
came into full swing with the appearance of battery-powered,
fully transistorised sound recording machines which can easily be
carried into the open air and which allow recordings to be made
in motor vehicles, railway wagons, and other places without a
mains source being required. The German tape recorder manufacturers show on the German Radio, Television, and Phono
Exhibition 1961 in Berlin a series of such self-contained sets.
For working in the home sound laboratory, mains-operated
sound recording sets of every kind are available. Full satisfaction
will be derived by the stereo amateur as well as by the amateur
whose expectations are so high that they almost approach studio
quality. The technically perfect tape recorder should be used with
the appropriate accessories: microphones with omnidirectional or
directional characteristics, remote-control components, high-grade
transformers, trick mixing desks, cables and all implements and
tools for tape cutting and pasting. The Radio Exhibition in this
respect will comply with every desire; the range of tape recorders
offered will cover all price categories from about DM 150—up to
studio machines costing several thousands of German Marks.
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The secretary of the Southall Tape Recording Club
explaining the activities of the club to a prospective member.
I_TAS your Club or Society ever been invited to take part in an
*■ Exhibition in your locality? Have your members sat round
a table trying to think of ideas that will interest the general public?
To try and find out what really happens at such an exhibition,
we recently visited a stand organised by members of the Southall
Tape Recording Society during the August Bank Holiday. The
section containing the recording exhibition was grouped together
with a Cine Club and various other organisations in a fenced off
portion of the grounds. A small admission charge was made and it
was found that during the three days of the show 1,400 people
visited the stand.
Much careful planning had gone on long before August.
Questions were asked by members as to the type of stand they
should have. Manufacturers were contacted for literature on the
machines they produce. A stand had to be built, posters had to
be printed and many other jobs had to be done. It was decided
by the committee of the club to stage continuous demonstrations
designed to make the general public stop and ask questions. After
talking to Mr. K. Stanley, the club's chairman, we were surprised
to hear of the poor co-operation given by many manufacturers.
A few had been most helpful and supplied plenty of equipment
and leaflets, but others didn't answer any of the letters sent to
them. However, when the time came for the show to open, that
stand was filled with leaflets on tape, recorders, and magazines.
Featured prominently was an oscilloscope which showed the
visitors the signal being recorded on tape. This seemed to attract
the largest amount of attention and a Philips tape recorder was
used for the public to record their voices. Also on show was a
Reflcctograph coupled to a Mullard 5-10 amplifier which as well
as providing continuous music on the stand was also used for
supplying the sound for the Colour Theatre organised by the Cine
Club. Other equipment on view was a Cinecorder, a home-made
recorder using the Wearite Deck and a Sound 444 playing an
endless loop giving details of club activities and inviting anyone
to attend. This, was coupled to headsets for personal listening.
During our visit to the show we were pleasantly surprised at
the interest shown in recording, many people being amazed to
find that there were things such as tape recording clubs, and we
feel certain that the Southall Club's membership will rise rapidly
in the coming months.
Summing up the show Mr. Stanley stated that the public must
have demonstrations and gimmicks. A static display arouses no
interest whatsoever. Already many new members have enrolled
and this alone made the exhibition worthwhile. II now remains
for members to start preparing for next year.
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PHILIPS

GREEN

For standard tapes
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COLOUR
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From now on, all Philips tape packs in the 3",
4', 5', 51" and 7' reel sizes will be colour coded;
green for standard tapes; red for long-play
tapes; blue for double-play tapes. This entirely
new packaging system ensures quick, easy
identification of every size and type of tape. It
eliminates the possibility of error when you
change reels, makes selection easier when you're
buying new supplies, helps you maintain your
tape library with complete efficiency. And remember, Philips tapes are the best you can buy.
They give you really lifelike sound—improve the
performance of every tape recorder. Buy your
Philips tapes in the new colourful packs today!

PHILIPS

RED

For longplay tapes
.

.

PHILIPS
PHILIPS
-the friend
BLUE

of the family

For doubleplay tapes
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD■ CENTURY HOUSE • SHAFTESBURY AVE• LONDON WC2
(r*37«o)
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SOME OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF DESIGN
jump off the bus. Good looks should combine with an exterior
life at least as long as the "works". If our designer is not
disheartened by this time, he will give more than a little
thought to the problem of soundproofing. Structural resonances
that pass unnoticed in a busy showroom create havoc on the
sideboard.
Opening the lid (which has pads to stop the spools falling
off and a place for spare tape), you remove it and face your
biggest problem—the deck. The size of spools it must take
is easy enough to decide—the 7 in., 5 in. and 3 in. classes
of recorder define themselves quite clearly. But the shape and
position of the head cover, guides and operating controls can
make you friends or enemies for life.
Editing of tapes should be encouraged, since it is a creative
art which helps to get the best out of any recorder. Therefore
the working faces of the heads should be easy to get at for
accurate marking, and there should be enough space to mount
a splicer or editing block. Even if editing is not a requirement,
as in a really portable machine, the head cover should be
hinged or removable to facilitate cleaning and defluxing. The
position of the tape " run " on the deck must be clear of controls. speed change knobs and indicators—however much tape
is on each reel—and the tape guides should be unavoidable.
On some decks it is possible to have bad alignment, and consequently bad performance, by " short-circuiting " the guides.

/

T^vESIGN is a fashionable word. Like other fashionable
words it sometimes lends to be taken at less than its face
value, and the need for it underestimated. For the purpose of
this brief look at the subject, I want you to imagine you are
a manufacturer and that you have a tape deck mechanism and
electronic " black box" which meet the specification expected
by the Hi-Fi fanatic. That is; unlimited frequency response,
negligible distortion or wow at l{ i.p.s., and facilities equivalent
to the Radiophonic Workshop. How can you fail? Anyone
will buy this little wonder at £50! You are faced with the task
of turning it into a finished tape recorder that will grace the
most contemporary home, work like a charm with its lid on
under the table and respond equally to dainty fingers or the
expert's masterly swipe at the pause button. What are your
problems? What should the customer look for in a welldesigned recorder?
If you are lucky you may be able to afford the services of
a professional to design the exterior. He will advise on its
proportions, colour and surface texture. He knows what the
fashion is, or will be by the time you sell it. The task of
making the think look efficient and yet live cheek-by-jowl
with an Impressionist print or a Beatnik is worthy of a real
Designer. Ideally, this man must know some of the production
problems and tooling involved, and be able to see the bones
under the plastic skin. An obvious need for this kind of
approach is in ventilation. It often seems that the deck has
been lifted up at the last minute to prevent complete incineration! If the mechanical design provides a fan, then the functional design should provide an air inlet and ensure it cannot
be accidentally blocked.
A portable recorder may be carried about . . . Although an
obvious statement, it assumes a handle that will take the weight
without biting into the hand, will not mark white gloves and
is above the centre of gravity (Fig. I). It also means that if
you want to stand it down in the Tube, the loudspeaker grille
will not cave in. and the mains plug must not fall out as you

FIG. 2
Operating controls are indeed a formidable problem. On
their shape, position and marking, depends the character and
" feel " of the recorder. An otherwise perfect machine can get
a bad name with reviewers and enthusiasts (and this does
carry some weight!) by the almost cussed way it objects to being
used intelligently. Fig. 2. a mythical model, boasts four robust
push-buttons which control the functions of the mechanism. The
playback and record gain controls are sleek little discs neatly
recessed into the side of the case with their associated jacks,
all completely invisible to the operator, well-nigh inaccessible
when the recorder is standing next to other equipment, and
with no indication at all of their working positions. You've
got one nearly like it? Well I never . . .
Incidentally, you will notice that when your finger is on the
slop button your hand will hide the level indicator. A more
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advanced model of the edge control is shown in fig. 3b. Going
to this one in a hurry, which way would you turn it for off?
And is " M" for Mike. Monitor or Muffle? That inspiring
little red dot does nothing to help, cither. So perhaps we had
better return to the good old knob . . . fig. 3a ... set firmly
at minimum Bass. Or nearly at minimum, probably. Does that
mean the halfway point is level bass response? Well, it depends
if the control is a cut, a lift or both, and the booklet is up
in the spare room.
There is often a little argument whether a knob should look
like a knob, or be designed purely as a shape on its own. to
blend with the overall design. The most satisfactory answer to
me is that the knob shall declare by its shape what is expected
of it: a strong lever shape for changing function or speed, a
prominent precise round shape for the most used gain control,

Musicmaestro,
please!

(A)

(B)

VOL/ OFF
Exciting rhythms, percussion, strings or
vocal, are reproduced with perfect
clarity and realism. You can transmit all
the brilliancy and transparency with this
most successful cardioid microphone
when used in conjunction with the ideal
anti-shock stand:

r

FIG.3

D19B + ST300

a smaller but equally precise shape for tone controls. All clearly
marked, with no parallax problems and no ambiguity, for in
the middle of a complex recording operation a glance should
suffice to inform you of the positions of the major controls.
Their relationship to each other and to the recorder in pure
shape is an artist's problem, and should be dealt with by one.
Fig. 3c is an example of a lever knob which demands operation
in steps, yet it is, in fact, a smoothly operating volume control
(and most awkward to operate toward the lop of its travel, too).
Fig. 3d is an all too common example of a squeezed-in control
which tells you what it is but not where it is, and when you do
turn it you rub a bit more surface off the head cover just
behind it. Far too small for a knob which is used every time
the recorder is used. As for the point of glancing at the panel
to see where you are in a flash, how about fig. 3e?
Fashionable or not, the idea behind good design is not
just to be arty-crafty or eye-catching. The development of the
modem tape recorder has been strongly influenced by public
acceptance of the new ideas that really work, like interlocked
push-buttons, " pause" controls, accurate position indicators
and durable plastic case coverings. A discriminating user can
spot the well-designed product in advance and, by choosing
it rather than the shoddy one, help the conscientious manufacturer to keep prices down and standards up.

DI9B. this golden microphone, is a true
cardioid with a real IS db front-back
ratio, with a bass attenuation switch and
an extremely wide frequency range from
40 to 16000 cycles.
ST200 filters out floorborne vibrations
and shocks and folds in split seconds for
easy transport. Anti-glare vinyl-covered
steel tubing, telescopic action.
All enquiries to:
i
A K
Microphones from Vlenni

%

POLITECHNA (LONDON) LTD.
3 PERCY STREET. LONDON. W.I
Telephone: LANGHAM 6236
Telex: 23894
Cables: POLINDUST LONDON
DI9&—and ST200 are available from your Hi-Fi
dealer
DI9B £17.10.0
ST200 £12.10.0
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By John Berwick

HOME
RECORDING
I
r:
PART 6.

-Programme Compiling

READERS who have been following this series so far—and I
must thank all those who have written to me about their
home recording exploits—have discovered how to perform most
of the tape operations. Now I want to show you that programme
building is the most creative way to use your tape recorder and
is great fun at the same time.
I feel that recordings become programmes when they make a
shape, when the beginning and end are just right and the whole
thing belongs together with nothing left out and nothing there
that shouldn't be.
In a BBC programme team you find a script-writer, producer
and technician plus perhaps an interviewer or a few actors and
actresses. You will probably have to be all these people rolled
into one during the assembling of your tape programmes, but
that's half the fun of it.
Naturally we have concentrated so far on the technical/operational side of recording, but let's have a look at the producer's
job this month, using two very elementary scripts as a guide. I
have directed groups of people on a number of scripts of this
kind, and make no apology for their extreme simplicity. To
begin with at least, it isn't what you do but how well you do it.

V

:
m

speakers must be word perfect, and there must be no " technical
hitches." Of course, this used to be how all broadcasting was
done, and even a 2-hour-long play would be acted out " live "
with everyone remembering his positions and cues.
Method Two—Film Technique
But this method of recording everything straight through nonstop has now been superseded in most professional programmes
by what we might call the " film technique ". Most people know
that films are shot in dozens of very short sequences or " takes ",
sometimes only a few seconds in duration. This is necessary
because of the complexity of filming. Once the lighting, setting,
actors and costumes have been collected and rehearsed for a
particular scene, it is obviously commonsensc to shoot all
the parts of the film that use these, whether or not they follow
the actual pagc-by-pagc order of the script.
In " The Woodworker" then, you could get all the tools ready
and record each sound separately after rehearsing it for balance
and volume. The opening and closing sequences, in which all
the tools take part plus a gradual fading in or out of music, are
the trickiest. You could perhaps leave these till last, enlist the
help of the whole family, and set them all sawing and hammering
together at the positions you have already found which give the
best balance for each sound individually.
Once you have recorded each of the sound illustrations there
comes the business of combining this with the speech. You
rehearse the speakers first—in peace and quiet because all the
noises are already safely on tape. There are then two ways of
making the recording. Firstly, you can record all the speech lines
" cold ", that is without the other sounds. The readers can stop
after each speech or simply leave a pause between each one and
carry on recording. You then get the scissors or razor blade out
and cut all the sound inserts into their appropriate places to
give the finished recording. This splicing method will be your
only choice, of course, if you are using a single tape machine.
If a second recorder can be got hold of, however, you can
replay the sound ellccts in sequence from one machine and cue
the readers so as to record the mixture on the second machine
in its final form, and so avoid splicing the tape. It would be
good practice to record some simple script such as the one above
using all the methods, for each method has its advantages for
one situation or another.

Making a Start
Let's look first at the simplest thing of all—speech linking
sound effects. To make it something that everyone can lay hands
on, I have based this script on woodworkers' tools, and you will
be able to adapt this to nearly any noisy activity.
" OTHER PEOPLE S JOBS—THE WOODWORKER "
Announcer: We present "Other People's Jobs", Part Two—
The Woodworker " (music, establish, then fade down and fade
up mixture of woodworking noises).
Woodworker: I have always liked working in wood, and these
arc the sounds that I can hear any day of the week. Whatever
I am making, one of my first jobs is to saw the timber to correct
size (sawing).
Woodworker: Then I assemble the parts, and fit them together.
This might involve glueing, followed by fastening with wood
screws (ratchet screwdriver). . . .
Woodworker: ... or on a rough job, I could simply nail the
various pieces (hammering).
Woodworker: Sometimes a number of holes will be needed,
accurately drilled and positioned (drilling).
Woodworker: A final, and very important operation which
makes the surfaces ready to lake a really professional polish, is
sandpapering (sandpaper).
Announcer: This programme in the series " Other People's
Jobs " was devoted to working in wood, as our closing sounds
will remind you (mixture of sounds, cross-fading into music).
Method One—" Live " Recording
There are two ways of tackling a recording of this kind. In
the first method you run the whole thing through " live " from
start to finish with someone standing by to make each of the
noises at the right moment. This is the most obvious approach
and has the advantage that everybody knows what's happening
when it's happening. And if everything goes right first time,
your programme is on tape with no editing required.
The big disadvantage of this method, however, is that you
have to get every detail right before you start recording. The
sounds must be right, each one must be at the right distance
from the microphone, and come in exactly on cue. Your

A More Ambitious Script
The next script I am reproducing here will show you how
radio programmes arc built up. It is still elementary, but needs
a good brisk production pace. There are more noises needed,
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HOME RECORDING — (continued)
about three actors, and a distorted effect to imitate the sound
of the far end of the telephone conversations.
The traditional ways of getting this effect are to speak into
a tumbler, make a small paper dunce's cap to fit over the
microphone, or lap a condenser across the microphone leads
to cut out the bass tones. But owners of a telephone adaptor might
like to do the thing properly and actually record these
conversations from a telephone with the " lineman " ringing up
from outside.
This script can easily be put together on a single recorder,
and you can either try to run it straight through from start to
finish, or divide it into about three sections.
" OTHER PEOPLE'S JOBS "—THE TELEPHONE OPERATOR
Announcer: We present "Other People's Jobs", Part 4—"The
Telephone Operator" (.music fades into telephone dialling).
Operator: Is that the Engineer's Department?
Voice: (distorted) Yes. What can I do for you?
Operator: We're still having trouble with line 203. Are you
going to be able to clear it soon?
Voice: (distorted) Well, there's a linesman working on it now.
You should be hearing from him soon (buzzer).
Operator: Thank you. I think this may be him now (plug
changed over. Buzzer stops).
Operator: Hello. Exchange here.
Linesman: (distorted) Can we test line 203 with you? Apparently it's been giving trouble.
Operator: Yes, certainly.
Linesman: (distorted) To begin with, will you dial me on 2037
Operator: O.K. I'll use a separate instrument to check properly
(plug changed over. Receiver lifted. Dialling).
Linesman: (distorted) Thai's fine. Now, hang up and I'll ring
you (Receiver replaced, pause. Telephone rings. Receiver lifted).
Operator: Hello again. Well, that seems to be working O.K.
Linesman: Yes. Thanks for helping with the test.
Operator: That's all right. All in the day's work, you know
. . . (buzzer).
Operator: There goes an incoming call. Goodbye.
Linesman: (distorted) Goodbye (receiver replaced. Plug
changed over. Buzzer slops).
Operator: Exchange here. What number did you want, please?
Oh, 203? Certainly, I'll get it for you right away . . . (fade voice
into music, then fade down).
Announcer: That was "The Telephone Operator "—Number 4
in a series of programmes on " Other People's Jobs ".

BUTOBA
TRANSISTOR
BATTERY/MAINS RECORDER
MODEL NTS
69 GNS.
Including
connecting
lead and
moving coil
microphona.

" The Buloba looks so good, is so cleverly designed, performs
so well, that your reviewer had to be firm with himself to keep
his supe-lalives within bounds."
•)e Mr. John Berwick, Technical Editor
of a leading tape recording magazine.
0 Two speeds. 3J and IJ. with frequency response of 50
to 13,000 cycles at 3i, i.p.s.. giving true mains machine
high fidelity.
0 Very high quality playback through large-sized 7' x 5'
internal speaker, with full 1.2 watts output (not just
milli-watts).
0 Adjustable Treble Control operative on playback and
record, giving high fidelity from widely different
sound-sources.
0 Monitoring facility, with magic eye and 'phones, off
mike or radio/gram, recordings.
0 High sensitivity level—no lack of gain with this machine.
0 Very low background noise level—lower than on many
mains machines. 40dB.
0 Playback through radio or amplifier, with or without
recorder's speaker operating.
0 " Buy-anywhere " normal flashlight U2 batteries—not
special radio-type batteries. Life up to 50 hours with
standard cells.
0 5' reels of tape can be used, giving 4 hours, with d.p.
tape on 1} r.p.s.
0 Interchangeable Mains converter for home use or use
with car battery.
0 Prompt service facilities.
0 Designed and engineered by an old-established firm
which for years has produced precision clocks and
watches, then clockwork tape recorders, and now. for
the last five years, all-battery recorders. This valuable
experience has culminated in the unique Buloba MT5.

To Sum Up
Whether you arc assembling programmes on tape for competitions. or simply to provide home entertainment, make it a
basic rule that it is belter to record a simple script well than
to over-complicate things. The two scripts discussed here are
intended simply as a guide and you will be able to think of
numerous themes by studying them and listening to the radio.
Although these articles have put the emphasis on technique, you
should aim at becoming so adept at recording that the technique
can take its proper place as a servant to the production itself.
This concludes the present scries of articles by John Borwick,
preparations arc being made for a further series which will be
published at a later dale.
(Editor).
ILFORD SOUND RECORDING SERVICE
445 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON, E.12
WEDDINGS

Full details of the machine and accessories from :

TAPE

DENHAM & MORLEY LTD.,
Denmore House, 173-175 Cleveland Street,
London, W-l Tel. EUSton 3656-7
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and it comes

out here I
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(But it will sound better if it comes out somewhere else)
1
'VHE Music goes round and round .... and, on even the best
A portable tape recorders, it is restricted in quality to the limits
set by the inbuilt, monitor loudspeaker. Such speakers were
primarily built in to portable instruments for the purpose of
enabling the operator to play back what he had recorded—so
that he could, in fact make an on-the-spot check-up that all was
in order. Later, when the recorded tape was " in the can
edited, or put to whatever use it was ultimately aimed for, it
would be listened to through a properly designed speaker of sufficient size and quality to do justice to it.
All that, however, was quite a few years ago; and in the
intervening years domestic " tape recorders have appeared and
been bought by the public in their hundreds of thousands—all,
of course, with " inbuilt speakers"—and the original purpose
of that small but vital unit has been quite overlooked until, today,
it is regarded by millions of owners the world over as " pan of
the machine "—an absolutely necessary part, without which the
recorder would be useless!
Improving (he Result
This is indeed a strange mix-up of thinking, for on the one
hand it is very logical and correct, but on the other hand it is
a complete misuse of the original idea. Any domestic tape recorder
would, of course, be useless without a speaker to play back, or
monitor, what was recorded: but. generally speaking, there is no
tape recorder worthy of the name that will not give better results,
when coupled to a good external speaker, than when used with
its own inbuilt " monitor " unit.
Carrying this forward another stage, it can be said that (in
nearly every case) the owner of a tape recorder who has never
played back a tape through any speaker but the inbuilt one,
has never heard his recorder to anything like its best advantage.
The exceptional cases are those when the recorder is in such bad
shape—so debased by hum and noise and distortion—that a good
loudspeaker will make the reproduced sound more horrible and
distorted than before, because of the larger scale of the overall
reproduced sound.
This short article is not designed to go into detail concerning
good and bad speaker systems: it is written, briefly, to state a
basic fact, and to point the way to belter tape reproduction.
Nevertheless, having said that the inbuilt speaker of a recorder
is inadequate for general listening, reasons should be given.

The technically near-perfect speaker is one which will faithfully reproduce the complete range of sounds of the useful audio
spectrum—i.e. sounds with a frequency of not less than 32 c/s
in the bass to at least 15 c/s in the treble. Most modem speaker
systems employ at least two speaker drive units to accomplish
this, because (broadly speaking) the bass notes are better handled
by a big diaphragm, and those of the upper register are more
easily reproduced by a small diaphragm—and neither will do its
own job, plus the other, satisfactorily. Also, it must be remembered, any speaker drive unit has to be properly " housed " in
order to begin to do its job efficiently—as witness the " infinite
baffle " type of mounting, or a speaker unit so mounted that the
sound waves from one side of its diaphragm cannot reach, interfere with, or even cancel out, the sound waves from the other
side.
Now let us look at a typical " inbuilt" monitor speaker of a
tape recorder. Here we have a unit with a diaphragm measuring
perhaps 5 inches. It is screwed on to a part of the chassis or casework. The rear part of the diaphragm is " boxed in" by the
casework itself, which ensures that the overall sound must have
a " boxy" character, depending upon the size of the box, the
material it is made of, and the amount of free air in the box.
No provision is made for coupling the unit efficiently to the
air. The bass content of the sound is thus hopelessly inadequate.
None of this is written as a slam at tape recorder manufacturers. These speakers were, as stated originally designed as
monitors. Nearly all recorders are provided with a socket for
plugging in an extension speaker. Those who use their recorders
for casual entertainment, or for business, where only intelligent
reproduction of speech is required, have no need to attempt to
extend the range of the reproduced sound. For them, the monitor
speaker is quite adequate. For those who are using recorders
for the reproduction of music, however, the external speaker
is a " must", if anything approaching good quality is required.
Varying Prices
The increase of recorded tapes, carrying musical programme*
of really good quality, is the signal for many hundreds of tape
recorder owners to consider this subject very earnestly. They
have in their hands a musical instrument of very good potential
—but will never have a chance of doing its best unless it is
provided with a properly designed speaker. In a nutshell, listening to a tape record via the average, inbuilt, monitor speaker
would be equivalent to listening to good I.p. discs by means of
a turntable and gramophone pickup, coupled with a baby portable
radio set.
Extension speakers vary in price from about five guineas to
about £165. Quite obviously, it would be a waste of money
to buy the latter for use with a cheap portable tape recorder!
Similarly, it would be foolish policy to spend five guineas if the
potential quality of a 100-guinea recorder deserved something
much better.
Hi-Fi Year Book lists many dozens of alternatives over a
wide price range; but before attempting to choose anything, the
reader would do well to listen to his recorder playing back
through any extension speaker of reasonable quality. From such
an experience be will find the answer to the main question—
" is it worth it for me? " That question answered, he can then
make up his mind what to spend, whether to make up a " Doit-yourself " kit, or whether to invest in a ready-built unit for
possible future Hi-Fi use.

This photograph shows
the White ley HF 1012,
10 in. drive unit, which
can be adjusted to lake
inputs of 3, 7.5 and 15
ohms. This is one of
the lower priced speakers,
but filled into a suitable
enclosure this will provide belter results than
the internal speaker of
most recorders.
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By Richard Goldlng

THE

CINECORDER

TESTED

"LIP-SYNC" SHOTS ON 8 mm MADE BY "THE GRASSHOPP REGROUP'
THE Cinecorder is a tape recorder designed to aid the compilation of sound tracks for films or for making up programmetype tapes. Perforated tape and special sprocket attachments
enable advanced techniques to be used when making sound films,
and lip synchronised inserts are easier to handle by the possibility
of visible matching of tape against film when cutting.
It is a single speed machine, running at 3J i/s. The perforated
tape type A, carries 16 sprocket holes for every second of run and
can be used in conjunction with a number of 8 mm separate-type
synchronised projectors and, for shooting lip sync inserts, with
many 8 mm cameras.
The Preliminurics
To test the Cinecorder for lip sync shooting and projection I
decided to enlist the Grasshopper Group and so I took it along
to their Endell Street Studio during an ordinary production
night. The sound boffins from University College, Keith Raven
and Robert Iligham, expressed especial interest when they saw me
bring it in. " Amazing", said Raven, " for years I have been
reading Desmond Roe's articles on what could be done for the
cine-amateur, and here we have almost all his ideas altogether in
one unit."
Although the Cinecorder is recommended mainly for lip sync
inserts, I planned to shoot the whole of my short film as lip sync
dialogue as I thought that this may give more indication of its
capabilities. Normally, dialogue films take considerable planning
and rehearsing, and the actors have to be word perfect as well as
well as being sure of what action there is to carry out. Lighting
the set, make-up, and the choosing of camera positions lake a
great deal of time and thought. For us. however, all the prepara-
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Richard Golding scribbling a few notes as a framework for a
satire on one of the popular television programmes prior to putting his victims on the hot spot.
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Stuart tVynn Jones suitably attired to cut down shine.

Robert High am. University College boffin, on the Cinecorder.
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By Richard Goldlng |
THE

CINECORDER

TESTED

LIP-SYNC" SHOTS ON 8 mm MADE BY "THE GRASSHOPP REGROUP'

lions, lining up, lighting and Ihc rest of it would have to take
place in oae short evening, and so I decided to use a makeshift
version of television technique by having a strong camera angle
change after every shot.
I had intended to use three cameras, one in link with the Cinccorder and the other two for re-action shots, but only one camera
arrived. This, however, was a Beaulieu Reflex 8 mm with three
lenses and turret. With this model we could swing quickly from
one focal length to another, and the lightness of the camera would
enable rapid angle changing.
To make the test as interesting for everyone concerned, I scribbled a few notes as a framework for a satire on a well-known
Television interview series and instituted myself as interviewer
while taking stock of several prospective victims from among the
Grasshopper onlookers. While this was going on the boffins were
setting up the Cinecordcr and testing microphone positions and
various Grasshoppers were busy lighting the set for a low contrast
effect,
" We're ready to calibrate the camera ", called Leslie Morris,
secretary of the Group and owner of the Beaulieu.

from the shiftrack mechanism, and the special tape marker was
screwed up so that the point protruded from the front of the remote
control arm toward the rubber pinch roller. The function of this
tape marker was to prick a tiny hole in the tape at the end of every
shot. Us position being exactly 5 perforations in advance of the
actual sound on the tape.
The lip sync session
The victims were briefed and the set was ready. " There's too
much shine on Stuart's head ", said the cameraman. " Alright
called Len Skipper on lights. "Don't worry", said Stuart Wynn
Jones. " I'll put my hat on." And he did so, introducing the
programme in a horrific big close-up.
" Tonight, Face to Face brings you to Endell Street, in the heart
of London's West End, where a strange collection of sub-humans
arc gathered for the purpose of telling us how they make their
strange sub-human films . . . etc."
" Cut! Check the camera frame counter against the Cinecorder
Indicator." It tallied exactly, and we all breathed again.
Raven, holding the microphone out of camera range, was briefed
to tap me at 15 and 20 seconds so that I could time the ending of
each take. The first fake interview was conducted rather seriously
with Alan Cohen, author of " Lilhomantic Vision", giving
plausible reasons why everyone should believe in magic of all
colours, especially shell-pink. During this interview and the
following ones Leslie Morris moved in very tight on occasion for
the most immense close-ups of a wide open mouth or the end of
a quivering nose. " To give the dialogue more emphasis!" he said.
After Cohen came Heltie Loman who gave a voluble account
of her ballet filming activities which she described as " the registration of the poetry of motion in the air". Indeed, she was so
expressive that several times I had to hold her down to prevent
her taking off altogether. The last interview, however, was much
easier to control. I introduced John Daborn, the chairman of the
Group, as the G.O.M. of film making. " Just how long, Mr.
Daborn, have you been making films?" I asked.
He swallowed. " Thirty-five years he mumbled.
"To what particular thing do you owe your past spectacular
successes?" I asked next.
He swallowed again. " Film ", he said, after a pause.
"And just how long will this cartoon 'Cupid and Psyche'
take you to make?"
" Thirty-five years he mumbled, and on this I was able to
end the show.
Editing session
On receiving the film from the Labs I first checked each shot
against the Cinetape on an improved editing scale, to see if each
tape marker point corresponded with the end of each film take.
There were no discrepancies, but topping and tailing and the
removal of some false starts were necessary and, in consequence,

Calibrating the camera
On this particular model the old speed of 16 fps has now been
replaced by 18 fps but it is possible to find an intermediate speed
by slightly moving the speed indicator. After a series of tests we
found that the Beaulieu would maintain a constant speed for at
least 20 seconds of its 30-second wind, and these tests were carried
out in conjunction with the Tape Time Indicator on the Cinecordcr.
First, we loaded the camera with the provided double 8 film
timing loop and which gave a complete running time of 60 seconds.
This was placed with a punched hole just above the gale. The
Cinecordcr was laced with perforated tape, and the sprocketed
disc (which controls the Indicator and which bears 16 numbered
segments) was turned so that Zero was to the front. The Indicator
was set to 0000.
The remote control lead was attached to the camera cable release
at the one end, and to the Cinecordcr at the other, so that the
camera operator worked both units at one press of the button.
The actual calibration took rather longer than expected, but
in the end we were completely satisfied that the number of feet
of film passing through the gate at a given time bore an exact
frame to sprocket hole relationship to the tape passing around the
Cinecorder's sprocketed disc. The calibration is one of the most
important points in this form of lip sync shooting, for while
camera and tape recorder have a true synchronised start, they
function quite independently of each other until the end of the
take.
The camera was now loaded with film and the Cinecordcr laced
up with the Indicator set to 0000. The remote control and camera
coupling mechanism was plugged in. The cover was removed
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the tape had to be tailored to match. Edge fogging made editing
critical at one point and meant that sound had to be carried over
into the next shot. In some cases no cutting of film or tape was
necessary, but where it was an extra frame was left on the film
to allow for the one sprocket hole overlap required for splicing.
The sound was checked for smoothness and we were ready.
Synchronised projection
This was done with the Eumig Imperial. The capstan was
removed from the built-in loop coupler and the Cinetape sprocket
unit was screwed easily into position. The projector was warmed
up, then switched oil from the mains and plugged into the projector socket at the rear of the Cinccorder. Film and tape were
laced up in the normal manner, i.e. the tape passing from the
recorder feed spool, around the Indicator sprocket, past the heads
to the coupler and then to the Cinccorder take-up spool.
Both film and tape were provided with start sync marks and
lined up, and the Eumig was switched on. The Cinccorder was
switched on and the projector started in perfect synchronisation.
The result—a quite amusing little film with astonishing accuracy
in its lip sync. " Do this again but with extra cameras for reaction shots such as a B.C.U. of someone's boot " said someone.
" and we've got ourselves an Oscar!"
This is an exaggeration, of course, but in all respects our first
encounter with shooting 8 mm lip sync turned out to be quite
interesting.
Exact calibration of a spring drive camera for takes longer
than about 15 seconds would seem to depend on a mixture of
patience and luck. With the Beaulieu we were lucky, but it docs
seem unreasonable to expect such a camera to keep an exact
speed for the major part of its run. With a camera such as the
Bolex H8 with its longer run per wind, or where a motor can be
added, the position may be dilTcrenl but, generally, the system
of calibrating the camera by trial and error can result in some
frustrating hold-ups before the actual shooting starts. With
electric drive cameras, however, a rheostat speed controlling
system on the camera might be worked in conjunction with a
frame contact from the camera and the strobe on the Cinccorder
Indicator capstan.
Apart from the facilities for sprocketed tape, the features on
the Cinccorder which most appealed to me were: the Tape Timing
Indicator, the Tape Lift Control which permits background sounds
to be cross-faded and allows spot effects to be recorded on cue,
and the Shiftrack Control which enables commentary to be
recorded independently of a previous recorded background or
vice versa.
The front control panel appealed also, with its compact layout
and built-in mixer with independent volume controls, but I did
feel that an output jack for monitoring should be included on
this panel instead of being at the rear of the machine. Of the
many accessories supplied, only one gave any trouble at all. This
was the camera release coupler where the wires connecting the
Bulgin remote control switch tended to foul the cable release at
times. A slight modification can be made very simply to counteract this on existing models, although 1 understand from Desmond
Roe that future models may have this modification themselves.
Manufacturer's Comment
A plastic editing scale is available from the manufacturers.
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Records 4 tracks. Plays back 2 and
4 track stereo and monaural tapes.
3 speeds, 4 tracks, 3 heads,
4 amplifiers.
12 page booklet of 5 reviews from
Technical Press free on request.

Non-copyright mood music
T",HE new Danceland record catalogue is extremely interesting.
-1 The sections include: Modem Dance. South American, Jazz,
Light Orchestral and various International recordings. The discs
arc made in unbreakable vynil plastic, are non-vocal for the most
part and are free from Phonographic Licence Fees.
A glance through the lists shows a great diversity of title most
of which I have never seen before. I would say that the greater
part of these have been specially composed and recorded for the
company while those I do recognise arc out of copyright. This
docs, of course, represent one way out of the present copyright
difficulty and might be worth investigation by a club wishing to
build up a library for its members. Prices: 10 in. 5s. 3d. inc. of
P.T., 12 in. 7s, 3d. inc. of P.T. From:— Danceland Records, 76
Southwark Street, S.E.I.
r

RETAIL PRICE IIO gns
Monaural 2 track model 3B
now available 76 QllS
(Comp/ete »ilh carrying cost)
FROM SPECIALIST TAPE RECORDER i HI-FI DEALERS
Tanilbery GB ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
Edward St., Templar St., Leeds 2.
Telephone: Leeds 3-5111 (7 lines)
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BIAS FREQUENCY

workbench
by A. Bartlett Still

'"PHE tape recorder enthusiasts that this column tries to
-t serve seem to be generally divided into two camps. On
the one hand are those, probably the majority, who have
purchased a complete tape recorder, and whose concern is to
get the most out of it and to keep it in good operational
condition. Forming the second group are those, possibly more
ambitious, who purchase the deck and build the electronics.
It is often once this has been done that the real problems
arise, carrying out the necessary adjustments, with a minimum
of test gear, to produce the desired performance. I intend,
in the near future, to devote some space to the general principles
to be adopted when carrying out these adjustments so that
the whole operation can be made as straightforward as
possible. In the meantime, however, there is one query of a
more specific nature that is outstanding.
Correct adjustment of the bias oscillator is probably one of
the most critical factors affecting recording performance, and
is often one of the least understood facets of the whole problem. In the past 1 have tried to offer some advice on the
problem of arranging for correct magnitude of bias voltage,
" optimum bias as it is so often called, this being, perhaps,
most important of all. This month I want to turn to the
question of bias frequency.
The Selected Frequency
As one reader pointed out, there arc several sources from
which one can leant that the bias frequency should be " four
or five limes the highest audio frequencybut little has been
said about how the frequency should be checked, or, for that
matter, why it should be between those two limits.
One of the features that is always looked for in the specification of a tape recorder is a low distortion level, referring
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of course, to distortion introduced in the recording/replaying
process. This is obviously necessary if the reproduced programme material is to be the same as the original within
reasonable limits. What is often forgotten, however, is that
the distortion content of the original programme material
may be quite high, except that the frequencies concerned are
then referred to as harmonics or overtones. A given musical
note is. fundamentally, a sine wave of a certain frequency.
The fact that the ear can determine whether that note was
played on a piano, violin, or trumpet is due to the distortion
factor of the three instruments, the magnitude and relationship
of the harmonics produced. This means that although the
highest fundamental frequency involved in a piece of music
may be no more than 3 or 4 kc/s, the response of a recorder
needs to be flat to some 10 or 12 kc/s in order that sufficient
harmonics can be correctly reproduced to ensure fidelity.
The Harmonics
This range will not encompass all overtones: a large
number will be beyond the audible range. Let us consider,
as an example, the eighth harmonic of a 4 kc/s fundamental
(not at all unlikely in the complicated waveform of a full
symphony orchestra) this would be a note of 32 kc/s. In the
event of a 40 kc/s oscillator, a " beat" note of 8 kc/s would
be produced and recorded, an unwanted or spurious signal
well within the audible range. If the oscillator were at 43
kc/s the beat note (II kc/s) would be outside the range of a
10 kc/s machine but would be recorded on a machine whose
response extended to 12 kc/s. Some of the modem recorders
whose frequency response is claimed to extend to the
16-18 kc/s region should have a correspondingly higher bias
oscillator frequency. Unfortunately, many of them do not, and
this often accounts for the rather shrill and tinny performance,
though I remember being told by one eager salesman that for
the first time I was hearing true recording fidelity—truer,
apparently, than the original!
Upper and Lower Limits
In this way we can set a lower practical limit for the
oscillator frequency. What about the upper limit? Here the
answer is simple. What we are concerned with is bias current,
but current depends on voltage and impedance, and the
impedance of the record head rises steeply with any increase
of frequency. If the current is to be kept constant the voltage
must increase too, which means an increase of power.
Since conditions for the Erase head will be much the same,
power requirements dictate that the frequency shall be as low
as possible, hence the compromise as stated earlier. In practice,
the desired frequency will probably lie between 45 and 55 kc/s,
which leaves us with the problem of measurement. Although
the harmonics produced by a well-designed oscillator will be
small in magnitude they can be detected by a sufficiently
sensitive wavemetcr. and a radio is such a device. A transistor portable is particularly useful here, because it can be
taken close up to the oscillator. My diagram shows the way
in which harmonics of two oscillator frequencies are disposed
in the Long wave band, any two are always separated by the
fundamental frequency of the oscillator. Now there are two
quite distinct ways in which these harmonics can be detected,
and care should be taken not to arrive at any answer as a
result of mixing the methods.
If a harmonic within the Long wave band is " tuned in"
a whistle will be heard if the signal is near to a broadcasting
station that can be received, otherwise there will be a quietening of the "off-station" background hiss, more difficult to
detect. Such a whistle would be constant in frequency, varying
in amplitude as it tuned in and out This is the most likely,
and probably most satisfactory, way in which the frequency
{Continued at fool of Page 437
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Not content with the success
of the' Heron ' Tape
Recorder (now selling all
over the world on the
strength of its good looks
and expensive sounding
94

performance), Wyndsor
follow up with the ' Heron

r>

T

Companion ' record player.
Now the whole family can
enjoy records or tape or
transfer one to the other at
prices never before possible

-

in matching equipment.

good to get together with
1%
Why duplicate your equipment ? The ' Heron ' tape recorder
sounds so attractive that it is worthy of extra use in a
not-so-obvious role. Whether you wish to make a tape recording
of them or not, you can play records through its remarkable
amplifier and its 7" x 4 speaker for easy-on-the-ear listening.
Even when you walk out with your ' Heron ' and ' Heron
Companion ' they're light to carry and they match!
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the featherlight Heron and Heron Companion in portable harmony
SPECIFICATIONS
\

*•

HERON 3J i.p.s.•output 3 walls* I { hours playlimcAmic and
gram radio inpuls*moniloring through microphone* 10,000 lines gauss
speaker •extension speaker and Hz. oulputs*magic-eye record indicator
• pocket for microphone and leads.
Price 25 gns. with microphone. 850 ft. of tape, spools and spare plug.
HERON COMPANION High Crystal lightweight pick-up •
reversible sapphires •Continental plugconncctions«4 speeds: 78, 45. 33J
and 16 r.p.m.
Price £8.2.4 inc. P.T.

WYNDSOR

RECORDING

Wyndsor Works. 2 Bellevue Road, Friern Barnet, London N.I I
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IN this article I intend to examine one or two of the essentials
which should "be considered in the writing and production of
plays and scripts for the tape recorder. For the recorder does
present its own particular problems, and if we are to produce
recorded plays of a high standard, these problems must be resolved,
so we must know just what the medium can do. Of course, there
is no onc-and-only r.ght way to do things in creative work, and it
may well be the case that the exception to the rule will often
prove better.
Firstly, then, we must try and establish a convention and slick
to it. This convention can be as usual or unusual as we like, for
so long as it is maintained, it will be quite acceptable. For
example, we arc prepared to accept the theatrical convention, and
ignore the fact that we know the set is only canvas and the
characters only actors. We are, in fact, prepared to believe in
the illusion so long as it is maintained. But once an event occurs
not within that convention, the illusion is broken.
I sing Sound Effects
Imagine a narrator appearing in the middle of a realistic play
and continuing the story. On the other hand, such a narrator is
acceptable in another convention. Bertolt Brecht uses not only
narration in his plays, but documentary techinque and the projection of slides. But as he does not claim that these plays are
in the realistic convention, we will readily accept the convention
he uses, and so it is with recorded plays.
To use a narrator where one is not acceptable will at once
destroy the illusion of reality. It is a great temptation to pop in
an announcement for continuity, or to set a scene which is difficult
to show without visual means. It is much better, in most cases,
to describe the scene with sound effects, or in the following
dialogue.
This leads us on to sound effects and their use in plays. What
is the best way to use effects to set scenes? To answer this we
must consider not " What does the scene actually sound like?"
but rather "What does the listener think the scene sounds like?"—
for the two can be very different. Everyone has a mental idea of
sounds, and it is this that must be presented if the actual location
of a scene is to be understood at once. The same problem occurs
in visual presentation where, for example, a mediaeval scene can
be costumed in a way which, although not historically correct, is
immediately acceptable to the audience as being in that particular
period.
Two Forms of Presentation
On tape, the scene must be immediately understood and
accepted. Imagine, perhaps, that a play had a scene set in a
motor-car factory. The actual sounds of such a factory would
be only confusing, and probably not specific. Hence the producer
must build up a short montage which the listener will accept at
once as a motor-car factory, 1 would suggest for this a combination of conveyor belt, heavy presses, and testing car engines.
These would obviously have to be well balanced, but the final
result would be a definite location, and not just a confused noise.
We must now consider production with regard to the relative
apparent positions of listener and characters, and in doing so. I
want to refer to what 1 call the "travelling listener" and the
" fixed listener in order to discriminate between two forms of
presentation. These, in effect, mean that the listener either travels
with the characters as they move in relationship to their surroundings, or the listener 'jumps' from place to place, and the
characters move in and out of range relative to the listener. I
can illustrate this better with an example.
Let us assume we have a play in which some characters move
from a house out into the street, hail a taxi, and drive to the

V>
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v

"The Happy Journey " hy Thornton Wilder, showing the mimetic
style of the play at a point where a " car " slops at a garage.
station, buy a ticket and get on a train. If, throughout all this
journey, the dialogue was continuous, we should use the technique
of the "travelling listener", and as our characters moved, so
the listener would move with them. The surroundings, as presented
in sound effect, would be continuous and changing. We should
hear the front door opening, going on to the pavement, move with
them into the taxi etc. I can illustrate this with the following
diagram (I).
CHAPACTHtS

Mova together continuously

>

LI STEM HI
c

CHAHC^d S'^vsims

1

However, it may be the case that only parts of what in fact
would be continuous dialogue are essential for the play. Perhaps
it starts in the house, jumps to the taxi, then to the station, and
concludes in the moving train. In this case, you would have to
use the " fixed listener" method, and let the characters move
relative to the listener. This is shown in the diagram (2).
In this form of presentation each location has to be set, and
this must be done quickly and efficiently, and it may be necessary
to put in one or two very short scenes without dialogue for better
continuity. We should, in effect, fade out at the end of the scene
in the house, move straight to the pavement " and put in the
sound of the characters coming out, hailing a taxi, and the
taxi driving off. The cut ;to inside the taxi, and at the end of the
dialogue cut to the stat on booking office. This is established
before the characters arrive, we hear them buy tickets, and then
add a short continuity scene to show that their train is setting off—
a station announcement would serve for this. The play then
continues in the train.
(Continued on Page 437
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IN

PERSON

POST

See one of the Tape Recorder Centre showrooms in person: hear and
compare all Tape Recorders, all Hi-Fi Equipments on the spot. Or let the Tape Recorder Centre send you a showroom by post! A whole showroom, contained in the Tape Recorder Centre Catalogue: 88 pages, listing hundreds of
models and makes, with illustrations, descriptions, full details, prices. It is not just an ordinary catalogue—it's
the most comprehensive survey of Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi equipments. And it's FREE, just fill in the coupon
below. Choose in person, or choose by post. You can be sure of a fair deal from the Tape Recorder Centre Ltd. the
leading Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi specialists in the country. Expert and honest advice. Excellent HP terms.
U]

In person or by post, the best choice in Tape Recording and Hi-Fi—

T Jl
CHOOSE BY POST QQ
For free Catalogue, send Ihls coupon to
The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.. Dept. H
447 Green Lanes. London N 4
Telephone FITzroy 2116 7 H
Same

IILOCK I.KI'IKRS PLKASK
CHOOSE IN PERSON:

RECORDER

CENTRE
Central London : 82 High Holborn, W.C.I CHAncery 7401
North London 75 Grand Parade, Green Lanes. Harnngajr, N.4 FITxroy 2316 7 8
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These continuity scenes are important, not only to help establish
the next main location, but they prevent the play falling into
rather watertight compartments. The listener must not be jerked
from one scene to the next too abruptly, or the illusion may be
destroyed.
The question now is to what extent we can mix these two
listener conventions. As 1 have said, there is no one answer in
creative work, and the answer is very dependent on the play
itself. However, it's not a good thing to allow too much intermixing. It may be that in the middle of a play some short
documentary scenes are necessary—such as might occur in " flashback " scenes which are often a montage of important points in
a number of short incidents. In a case like this, intermixing is
quite acceptable.

TAPES REVIEWED
WITH the announcement last month of nine new tapes by
Saga, all at 3} i/s on 5-inch spools, and the promise (by
this same company) of the complete " Messiah " by Handel on
three tapes at 3J i/s for this month, it certainly seems that the
tape recorder enthusiast is at last beginning to receive due attention. Coupling this Saga announcement with the newly released
W.R.C. catalogue of tapes at 3J i/s, we see the list of available
titles increased by nearly 50 in a matter of weeks—and we do
not overlook or forget the good work of the other makers of
tape records as we write, for though their output has been small,
it has been steady and progressive; and without it the 31 market would not previously have been served at all!
Unfortunately, Saga were unable to send us samples of their
new tapes in time for review in this number, but we hope to
receive them in time for next month, and we also remind other
tape record producers that this column (or page, according to the
available material) is their shop window!
Of the next batch of W.R.C. tapes to be played and tested, we
have picked out five for special recommendation, in terms of
quality, musical performance and interesting content. First, for
lovers of piano music, TTP149 is a " must"—a Chopin recital
by Jorge Bolet. The items are (Track I) Polonaise in A Flat
Major, Op. 53. Waltz in D Flat Major, Op. 64, No. 1 Pantaise
—Impromptu Op. 66 (Posthumous). Nocturne in E. Flat Major,
Op. 9, No. 2 Etude in C Minor, Op. 10. No. 12 (Revolutionary).
(Track 2) Polonaise in A Major, Op. 40. No. 1 (Military). Etude
in E Major, Op. 10, No. 3, Waltz in C Sharp Minor, Op. 64,
No. 2. Prelude in D Flat Major, Op. 28, No. IS. Etude in G Flat
Major, Op. 10, No. 5. The playing of all these pieces is really
superb, and the recording is excellent. (Time, 41 minutes).
Next, for those who like the sound of Woody Herman, " The
Herd Rides" (TTP 153) is quite terrific. (Track I) Northwest
Passage. Caldonia. Wild Root. The Good Earth. Blowin' Up A
Storm. It's Coolin Time (Track 2) / Cover the Waterfront. Crazy
Rhythm. Sinbad the Sailor. Fire Island. Black Orchid. Bijou.
(Time, 41 minutes).
Show Boat. (TLMP 14) is another good one for collectors of
show music, and the Linden Singers, plus a good cast and the
New World Show Orchestra under Johnny Douglas provide the
following numbers: Overture and Opening Chorus; Make-believe:
Can't help lovin' dal man; OT Man river; You are love; Entr'acte
—Till good luck comes my way; Bill; Life on the wicked stage;
Why do / love you; I still suits me; I might fall back on you;
Finale. (Time 41 minutes).
Readers who like the violin, and particularly violin concertos,
there is a most thrilling performance (TTP 30) by Andre Wolf
with the Sinfonia of London, playing the Brahms violin concerto in D major. Opus 77. The conductor in Anthony Collins.
(Time, 41 minutes).
Finally, for this month, there is a double winner on TLMP 6,
under the duel title of " Can Can " and " Paint Your Waggon ".
The first, with music and lyrics by Cole Porter, contains: Overture;
We are maidens typical of France; Cesl magnifique; Live and let
live; I love Paris; It's all right by me; Allez-vous-en; Can Can.
The second brings Overture; There's a coach comin in; I talk to
the trees; The wind Maria; I still see Eliza; Another Autumn;
Wandering Star. (Time 45 minutes).
All these tapes are recordings at 3i i/s on 5-inch reels, and
they are most attractively packed in boxes with coloured lids.
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Finally, it is necessary to try and decide what sort of plays
these forms can be used for. Mention has been made of the
documentary play, a very extreme form of which is Brecht's " The
Private Life of the Master Race". This is in short scenes unrelated to one another except in that they illustrate the playwright's
theme. Continuity is achieved by songs and the sound of a Panzer
truck. Other types of play which fall into this category can be
many Victorian Melodramas, which provide good use for sound
effect; the plays of Shakespeare and other Elizabethan playwrights.
On the other hand, there are not so many plays which have a
continuous flow from location to location, but I would suggest
that " The Happy Journey" by Thornton Wilder would be a
very nice little play to tackle. It's very short, and concerns the
journey of a family by car from their house to a neighbouring
town. This play is usually performed entirely in mime, but could
be made very effective at the hands of an imaginative producer
(see Photograph).
With the drawing room comedy type of play, there are no
problems with regard to the establishment of location, but these
plays are not entirely suitable in most cases for the tape recorder.
For they often depend, for their effect, on visual means, and even
if there is nothing in the plot which necessitates visual explanation,
they do tend to be boring with nothing to watch.
In conclusion, I would say that the medium of tape should be
used to its greatest advantage. Although sometimes hampered by
lack of visual means, it has an advantage over the theatre that it
can convey the listener to any location at once—and often more
effectively, for a great deal is left to the listener's imagination,
which is often better than any painted scenery. So we must know
all the advantages and possibilities, and use them to their greatest
effect.
TAPE RECORDER WORKBENCH—continued
can be determined. It is possible, however, to pick up signals
that produce beat notes with the radio oscillator. These are
above the long wave frequencies and, in consequence, any
dial reading will not be correct in relation to the fundamental,
but two adjacent readings will still give the right answer. Such
signals can be recognised by the variation of frequency of
whistle as the tuning is altered, the lowest frequency being
the correct tuning point, the bottom of the " dip" in the
characteristic.
So much for checking the oscillator frequency, a process
actually easier to carry out than to describe, but now comes
the inevitable word of warning. Should you check the frequency on your present machine and decide it is loo low,
remember that a change in frequency will necessitate a readjustment of the bias level, a considerably more tedious process. Unless it is carried out, however, any advantage you
might have hoped to gain would be lost in the deterioration
in performance in other ways. Those building their own
recorders, of course, will have to set the bias level anyway,
so it will certainly pay them to get the frequency correct first.

LET US BIND YOUR COPIES
To keep your copies of "The Tape Recorder" in perfect
condition send them to us for permanent binding. Hand
stitched and covered in black buckram, they will last a
lifetime. Price with index and postage only 35 shillings, send
to —Back Numbers Dept., 99 Mortimer Street, W.l.
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| note offers yon an outstanding
1 2 track monaural portable

model

2 tracks 7" reels
3 speeds 7? - 3?- l|
3 watts output
5'* 7 speaker
Instant stop — Bass lift
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Also available:
Mocel 6 Stereo Tape Deck,
* tracKs - 3 speeds 3 heads.
Booklet ot reviews on request.
Price IIO gns.
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Tuntlbrry
iry G9 elstone electronics limited.
EiAa-d St.. Templar St.. Leeds 2.
"•rec-oie Leeds 3-5111 (7 lines)

76 gns
(including carrying case)

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR
iimMimm

©if

TAPE, DISC and RADIO
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
Minimum Deposit
if No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
if Free Service during Guarantee Period
P'ices twfi/ecj to c'tccco- n yo-^-re^ by In atock at our HI-FI Dapt. at
^■an.'cctw'era.
181, Straatham High Road
• MICROPHONES AND
#STEREO AND MONO
MIXERS
AMPLIFIERS by
Grampian DP 4 Dy«aam«c
£7.1 IA
Quad Walgain Rogers
Luatraphona LO 66
£4^.6
Leak
Dulci
Armstrong
Luacraphona VR 64
Jaton
H.M.V. ate.
Ribbon
C7.I7A
STUNERS
by
Luatraphona LFV 59
uad H.M.V. Rogers
Dynamic
£A.i8A Leak
Dulci
Armstrong
Simon 'Cadanza'
Jason
Ribbon
£10.10.0
SLOUDSPEAKERS
by
Simon Cadanza Crystal
£3.13.6
uad
C.E.C.
Ratio Ribbon or Dynamo £9.2.6 W.B.
Ratio Cardio
£10.0.0 Goodmans Wharfadala
Kelly (Mord Aunt)
AKG Starao
Dynamic DAS
£19.19.0 Audiostatic Mordaunt
TSL 3 Channal Mizar
£2. 2.0 • MOTORS, PICKUPS, by
Grundig Mixar
£16.16.0 Garrard
Tannoy
Alao in atock:
Lanco
Shura
ACOS. FILM INDUSTRIES. TSL. Connoisseur Dacca (ffas)
C.B.C.. A.K.C.. TELEFUNKEN.
Phillips
Ronatta
Goldring Ortofon SME
All types of Diamond and sapphire
stereo and mono. Microlifts,
• TAPES & ACCESSORIES styli,
SPG3. Acos Dust bug.
Standard. Dousla Pia» a-c Lonf Play in Carrard
CABINETS
all sizes by all lead'-j —aaet.
Housing
# Pre-Reco'Ctt T-pei
C^urr.bic, Racord
Laak 'Southdown*
SAC*, etc
Bib and Romajna aphcart Watching E.A.R. RECORD PLAYERS
fansformera. Plwga. aoc«eta. etc.. etc. Please note our only addresses as below

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169/171
7"
Kortlnf MT 157 4 Tr.,
•Simon SP4
95 gna.
2 tpaad, full ttereo with
Spactona 161
49 gna.
monitor h«ad and amp. 85 gnt.
Stallaphon 4 Tr.
37 gna.
Branall Mk. V Modal M
88 gnt.
Stallaphon 4 Tr.
59 gna.
•Branall Mk. V
64 gm.
Stuzzi 4 Tr. Junior
26 gna.
Branall 3 Star
58 gm.
Stuzzi Tri-Corder ...
63 gna.
•Talefunken 8SKL
Branall 3 Star Starao ... 89 gm.
79 gna.
Conor 4 Tr.
37 gna.
Talafunkan 76 4 Tr.
62 gna.
Coaior4Tr.
59 gna.
Truvox R6
55 gnt.
Truvox R7
Elizabathan FT.I 4 Tr. ... 34 gna.
82 gna.
Uhar Univaraal
Elizabathan GT.3 4 Tr. ... 45 gna.
79 gna.
Elizabathan 'Popular'
•Uhar 4 Tr. Starao
103 gna.
•Vortaxion WVA
£93.13.0
d* luxa Major
'Elizabathan
... 24
65 gna.
gna.
•Vortaxion WVB
£110.3.0
'Farrograph 4AN
81 gna.
•Vortaxion C Starao
148 gna.
'Farrograph 4AN/S
... 88 gna. Wyndtor Haron ...
25 gna.
•Farrograph 808
105 gna. Wyndaor Victor ...
45 gna.
BATTERY PORTABLES
Farrograph Starao-Ad ... 30 gna.
Butoba
69 gna.
Fldality Argyll
29 gna.
Fidality Minor
22 gna. Grundig TK.I
...
29 gna.
Clarion
25 gna.
Grundig TK20
42 gna.
Grundig TK24
55 gna.
Clarion Twin Sat
8 gna.
•Grundig TK30
65 gna.
Minivox C
30 gna.
•Grundig TK35
75 gna.
Minivox 2 apaad
.41 gnt.
•Grundig TK60 Starao ... 128 gna.
Fi-Cord
59 gnt.
•Harting HM8 Starao ... 86 gna.
Fi-Cord 101
53 gna.
Magnafon Zodiac
39 gna. Stuzzi'Magnatta*
59 gna.
Marconiphona No. I
... 39 gna. Trav-Lar ...
... 29 gna.
Marconiphona No. 2
... 42 gna. Waltar Matropolitan
55 gna.
Phllipa 4 Tr. 3541
34 gna.
• Microphone cxlro
Philipa 4 Tr. 3542
59 gna.
Philipa 4 Tr. Starao 3536 ... 92 gna.
WE SPECIALISE IN
•Raflactograph 'A' j Tr,
95 gna.
169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
•Raflactograph 'B' } Tr. ... 105 gna.
• Tape to disc service
Raflactograph Playback
a Tape copy service
Dack 'D'
75 gna.
STReatham 0466/0192
# RECORDER HIRE
Robuk
36 gna.
Saba 4 Tr. Starao
65 gna.
SERVICE
Hi-Fi Dept. 181 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD. S.W.I6
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Problems

Mains Convertors
Dear Sir:—I have an Elizabethan Major tape recorder set to
work on 200 volts A.C. However, 1 frequently visit a friend whose
house is still wired for 200 volts D.C. Would you please tell me
whether it is possible to convert the D.C. to A.C. to enable me
to use my recorder there, but a temporary modification only is
necessary as I would like to make the equipment fit in a box
into which I plug my recorder.
yours faithfully, GJ-S.H., Warrington.
Mains-operated tape recorders can be used successfully from
D.C. mains supplies provided a suitable converted unit is used.
These convertors are not items that can be made, they have to
he obtained as a suitable unit for the particular requirement.
The " Valradio" convenor, frequently advertised in The Tape
Recorder is a most successful device and you would find the
manufacturers most helpful in determining the correct type for
your machine under the conditions you mention.
•
•
•
Overloading Recordings
Dear Sir:—I have a Telefunken 85 KL which is connected to
my equipment which comprises a Dulci DPA 10 amplifier and
pre-amplifier, Rogers switched FM unit, Goldring 580 pickup
and Goodmans Axiom 300 speaker.
Recordings made at 31 i/s arc excellent, with negligible distortion but most recordings made at 71 i/s from the radio tuner
are ruined by a kind of overloading distortion. 1 have set the
magic eye indicator at all different levels, but no change occurs.
What must be mentioned, is that this generally occurs only from
live performances, not gramophone records or pickup recordings.
I have tried three brands of tape, but one make gives better results
than the others. This seems to record all music except heavily
modulated piano music.
Yours faithfully, D.G., Kingslon-on-Thames.
It is a little difficult to offer you exact advice without having
had the opportunity of hearing the distortion to which you refer.
Noting, however, that this only occurs at the higher tape speed,
receiving live performances that arc being recorded via the tuner
unit, I suspect that the fault does not lie in the tape recorder
at all.
The B.B.C's F.M. transmission is designed to have a flat response up to some 15 Kefs, except where affected by G.P.O. land
lines, hut gramophone records are invariably cut off earlier to
avoid needle scratch. If the de-emphasis circuit of the tuner
were not correct this would result, on live transmissions only,
in a rising characteristic above 10 Kefs. The harshness, particularly on sibilants, that this would produce would only be
recorded at the higher tape speed, and might well be emphasised
if the recorder itself had a rising characteristic in this region.
The fact that the effect is varied by the use of different brands
of tape lends support to this theory in that only one brand will
correctly bias on your machine. Over biasing of a tape causes
a falling off of the treble response and may in this instance serve
to balance out the overall result.
•
•
•
Selecting Microphones
Dear Sir:—I own a Regenlonc RT 50 tape recorder which is
provided with the familiar microphone. I have tried rather unsuccessfully, to record piano music, but when I tried a borrowed
microphone. (I don't know the make) I found that my microphone is seriously handicapping my recordings. I do a certain
amount of recording small groups and choirs, as well as speech,
and have decided to invest in a more expensive microphone (up
to £10). Could you please advise me of a suitable type.
Yours faithfully, A.GJf. Rugby.
The microphone you have with your tape recorder will be the
crystal type, normally provided because of their high sensitivity
and low cost. These microphones are, however, deficient in bass

response, and a moving coil type would give you a better allround performance with, perhaps, a slight loss of sensitivity. The
" Grampian" DPI4H, advertised in The Tape Recorder is a popular choice, and the high impedance version would be directly
suitable for your machine. This would be an omni-directional
microphone and the lead could be extended over a distance of
a few yards, provided very well-screened cable was used. This
microphone is also available in a low impedance version which
would require a matching transformer. However, the lead between
the microphone and the transformer could be extended to many
yards without hum pickup. Better frequency response still would
be obtainable with a ribbon microphone, but, I think you would
find that this type would be more limited in its use.
•
•
•
Monitoring on Headphones
Dear Sir:—I use an Armstrong ST3 Mk. 2 AM/FM tuner for
making direct recordings into a tape recorder using the Collaro
deck and Mullard Type A amplifier. As I wished to monitor the
input signal. I plugged a pair of headphones into the output
socket of the recorder, but found there was slight distortion.
Could you please inform me if the trouble lies in the amplifier,
or tuner.
Yours faithfully, E.H.E^ Maestcg.
When listening to the signal being recorded through the output
socket of a tape recorder a certain amount of apparent distortion is to be expected. This is due to the fad that the signal is
affected by the recording characteristics of the machine, and it Is
something which need not cause any concern. The function of
monitoring in this manner is to determine the content, not the
quality of the signal being recorded. The quality of the recording will he determined by the recording level control which
should he set according to the indication of the magic eye.
•
•
•
Add-on Units for Stereo
Dear Sir:—Shortly after the I960 Radio Show I purchased an
Elizabethan FT 3 tape recorder, with the intention of converting
it to stereo recording and playback. I wrote to the manufacturers a short time ago asking for information on their additional
amplifier unit. They informed me that the unit, an amplifier and
speaker combined costs £26 5s. (In comparison with the price of
the recorder). This seems expensive when the company concerned
markets a complete recorder for £19 19s.
I would appreciate your advice on assembling my own unit,
using a transistor pre-amplifier, alternatively could you recommend any kits for the machine I am using.
Yours faithfully. Mfeu J.H., Leighlon Buzzard.
I regret that I am not going to be able to give you the answer
that I suspect, from your letter, that you are hoping for.
The price of £26 5s. asked by the manufacturers for an add-on
stereo unit is probably not excessive when you consider that far
announcing . . .
EXPERIMENTAL RECORDING
for beginners
by A. Tutchlngs
This is the second book In our new "Hi-Fi Books" series and
presents in convenient form the series of articles by A. Tutchings
on "Twenty Practical Experiments in Magnetic Recording" and
full instructions on "Building a fully portable recorder". This
uses a clockwork motor and has been acclaimed from all parts
of the world for Its ingenious design and high quality recording.
Limited print order.
NOW AVAILABLE
Obtainable only from the publishers, price 5/9 Inc. p. & p.
HI-FI BOOKS, 99 MORTIMER STREET. LONDON. W.I
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Capture all the charm
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with a

Cjrampianj DP 4

*4
M
**4
If you want better results from your recording equipment,
•r
this reliable, sensitive microphone is for you. It will give
4 4
performance out of all proportion to its modest price.
f
e' improvedWith
a uniform frequency range of 50 c/s-15,000 c/s, the
Grampian DP4 satisfies the most exacting recordist.
Ideal too for broadcasting, public address, call systems, etc.
DP4/Ii (low impedance) microphone complete with connector
and 18 ft. screened lead-£7.11.0 Medium and high Impedance models-a.n.o.
A complete range of stands, swivel holders and other accessories Is available.
A must for the outdoor recordist...
the Grampian DP4 Parabolic Reflector
The reflector is designed to concentrate sound from a distant source to a focal
point- the Microphone head. Thus ensuring maximum amplification and realism
with a minimum of interference from unwanted side noises. Price £5.15.0.
Write or telephone tor illustrated literature.
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LIMITED
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex. FELtham 2657

9 Months to Pay
Deposit 9 Monthly Cash
Payments
£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns.
MAINS TWIN-TRACK
Argyll Minor
..2 6 3 2 6 3 22
Wyndsor Heron .. 2 15 0 2 12 3 25
Grundlg TKI4 .. 3 13 6 3 13 6 35
Elizabethan TT3 ..4 2 0 4 1 II 39
Reps RIO ...
..6 3 II 6 3 II 59
Allegro
..4 8 6 4 8 2 42
Spectone " 161 " . ..5 2 II 5 2 II 49
Telefunkcn 95
..6 3 II 6 3 II 59
4-TRACK
Stuzzl
Argyll 4.T ...
Elizabethan FTI
Philips EL354I
Stella ST 454
Sound
Elizabethan FT3

.. 2 16
..3 4
..3 11
..3 11
.. 3 17
,. 4 15
,. 4 15

6
0
5
5
9
0
0

BATTERY
Clarion Mk. 1
. 1 19 II
Mlnlvox " C " .. 2 8 4
Philips EL3585
. 2 10 5
Clarion Mk. 2
. 2 16 9
Grundlg TKI
. 3 1 0
Flcord IA
. 6 3 II
Stuzzl Magnette .63 11
Butaba MT5
. 6 18 8
Open ell day Seturdey—
Friday 6.30 p.m.

2
3
3
3
3
4
4

14
4
II
II
17
14
14

???????» BATTERY OR MAINS
VALVES OR TRANSISTORS
??????
?????????? WHAT SPEEDS
MONAURAL OR STEREO ?????!?
II?????? HOW MANY TRACKS

★ PART EXCHANGES

18 Months to Pay
Deposit 18 Monthly Cosh
Payments
£ s. d. L t. d. Gns.
MAINS 2-TRACK
Telefun ken 75/15 .. 9 18 0 2 5 6 47
Brenell 3 Star
12 4 0 2 14 0 58
Brenell Mk. 5
14 4 0 2 18 II 44
Elizabethan Major .. 14 5 0 3 0 0 65
Grundlg TK35
15 IS 0 3 10 0 75
Truvox R7
15 15 0 3 10 0 75
Telefunken 85KL .. 17 19 0 3 12 3 79
Ferrograph 4A/N .. 18 1 0 3 14 6 81
Brenell 5 Type "M" 18 10 0 4 2 2 88
20 0 0 4 8 8 95
Simon SP/4
Reflectograph " A " 22 5 0 4 17 6 105
4-TRACK MONAURAL
Reps RIO
14 10 0 3 4 5 69
Grundlg TK24
II II 0 2 II 4 55
Telefunken 76
12 7 0 2 12 10 57
Brenell 3 Star
12 4 0 2 14 2 58
12 8 0 2 IS 1 59
Philips EL3542
Stella ST455
12 8 0 2 IS 1 59
Truvox R84
12 8 10 2 IS 1 59
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL
KortlngMTI57 ... 17 17 0 3 19 4 85
Telefunken 77K ... 17 17 0 3 19 4 85
Hartlng H.M.8
18 6 0 4 0 0 86
Philips EL3536 ... 19 12 0 4 5 7 92

RECORDER

If unable to call, write
for free brochure or
send deposit now for
quick delivery.

For seven years we've been sorting them out,
and now we can offer nearly 50 different types
of tape recorder. Make use of our experience
and take advantage of the wide choice of types
which we can demonstrate.

6 26
0 29J
5 34
5 34
9 37
6 45
6 45

1 19 II
2 8 4
2 10 5
2 16 9
3 0 II
6 3 II
6 3 II
6 18 8

19
23
24
27
29
59
59
66

THE

* FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT
* FREE DELIVERY

CO.

(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6.

Telephone: SWI 4977

READERS' PROBLEMS—(continued)
smaller numbers will he proJnceJ than of their tape recorders,
and also that the unit ha\ not only to provide correct recording
and replay characteristics hat. in addition, has to he sufficiently
close in performance to the existing tape recorder to provide
good stereo. If such were not the case you would have the
protection of the manufacturer's responsibility since it was for this
purpose that the unit was advertised and sold.
Should you purchase a unit from another manufacturer there
would be no guarantee that the performance of the two channels
would be sufficiently alike for stereo, indeed, the probability
would be against this. The transistor prc-umpUfters that you
mention are linear devices, not having the necessary record and
replay frequency characteristics and would not therefore be
suitable.
The short answer is that for £26 55., you have some
assurance that the manufacturer's aims arc the same us your
own. while separate purchases may in the end cost you far more.
•
•
•
\loniloriiiK on llcudphones
Dear Sir:—I write to ask whether you will advise me how to
solve a problem with which 1 am faced. I own a Wyndsor " Victor" twin-track recorder and wish to fit earphones or a stelhoset
for monitoring or playback- without disturbing other members
of my family who might be watching television or listening to
the radio in the same room.
As you know the Victor has no muling switch on the fitted
loudspeaker or a socket for external speaker. Would I cause any
damage to the machine if I merely cut the lead to the loudspeaker
and inserted a simple plug and socket connection, to be used
with earphones in place of the speaker? If so, what impedance
should the earphones be? The speaker 1 believe is 5 ohms. Also,
would I need to fit any resistance to prevent any overloading or
distortion in the earphones? I shall be grateful for any assistance
you can give together with recommendation of any suitable
phones or slelhosets.
Yours laithfully, W. I)., I^mdon, S.E.27.
If you simply cut the lead to the loudspeaker in your tape
recorder it will upset the conditions under which the output valve
Is operating. However if you connect in place of the loudspeaker
a resistor of three ohms 11 wall rating) the correct conditions will
he maintained. Any pair of high impedance earphones may now
be connected across this resistor when they will receive an adequate signal which may be adjusted in the normal manner.
Fitting an Extra Head
Dear Sir: -I wonder if you would kindly give me some information on the following query.
As the record, play-back head is usually mounted between the
supply spool and the capstan: would it be technically correct
to fit an additional head for play-back only, between capstan
and take-up spool?
My tape recorder is a Telefunken model 851". and I am considering the practicability, or otherwise, of filling a stereo head
for playing 4-track tapes at ?! i/s and feeding into a separate
stereo amplifier (corrected to C'C'IR).
Yours faithfully,
Brighton.
It would not be technically correct to fit a playback head
between the capstan and the take-up spool on a recorder but
this is not to say that it cannot be done on certain machines.
The basic requirement is that the tape take-up should be sufficiently positive to maintain a reasonable tape tension without any
tendency towards " looping " or " snatching " since these would
mean a variation in tape speed. You would also have to bear
in mind that with four track heads the guiding of the tape
becomes extremely critical and would almost certainly require
the filling of a guide pillar on either side of the new head. The
whole assembly would have to be positioned so that the tape
was effectively wrapped round the head to ensure intimate contact.
It must be said that such heads are normaTy filled for monitoring purposes only and not tor se ious replay in this position.
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MODEL

W2

A really compact
loudspeaker system
giving full range
performance on
mono and stereo
SIZE:
235
14
12".
WEIGHT:
3? lb. complete.
FREQUENCY
RANGE:
17,tKK> c s.
MAX. POWER;
15 walls.
IMPEDANCE:
15 ohms
I
ii

£27.10.(1 in whilewood.
£20.10.0 fully finished
with a choice of oak.
walnut or mahogany
sencers.
As the w.ncform shows, the
enclosure gives distortion-free
performance down to 30 cs
with 4 watts input.

LEAFLET ON
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WIRELESS WORKS LTD

IDLE BRADFORD Yorkshire
Telephme: Idle 1235 6
Tel.: ants: 'H'iiarjdeT Idle Bradford.
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Ferrograph
V\

A

With facilities for mono/stereo
recording and play back and
incorporating four separate amp-

Mr

lifiers for maximum versatility.
11
A
5#

&» -N
ith the introduction of the Ferrograph Series
420, Tape Recording enters an exciting new phase.
What the '420' will do:

Here for the first time is an instrument so versatile

1

Mono records and plays back with continuous
monitoring on either channel.

that it is difficult to conceive a need that cannot be

2

Stereo records and plays back with continuous
monitoring on both channels.

instantly satisfied. Its wide range of facilities is the direct

3

Plays back four-track pre-recorded material (Model
424 only.)

4

Plays back on one channel whilst recording on
the other.

result of a close study of user requirements based upon the
evidence provided by a comprehensive survey in which
several thousand Ferrograph users took part. The advanced

5

Re-records from one track to the other.

6

Whilst re-recording, permits additional material to
be superimposed.

stemming from intensive research into all aspects of head,

7

Permits instant comparision of recorded signal with
input signal.

amplifier and tape transport design—once again demonstrates

8

Permits the introduction of echo effects.

Fcrrograph's mastery of the art of tape recording.

______
SERIES 420

Model 422U
Model 424A
BRITISH

standard of performance achieved by the Scries 420—

200 250v 50 c.p.s.
Il7v60c.p.s.
Model 424E

FERROGRAPH

Model 422E
IIOvSOc.p.s.
Model 424U 200 250v 50 c.p.s.
IIOvSOc.p.s.

110 PfK
■««

RECORDER CO. LTD.

84 BLACKFRIARS ROAD. LONDON. S.E.I
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Telephone: WATerloo 1981
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readers

in a number of ways. These are listed below, but it has been
chiefly used as a Tape level and monitor Unit.
By switching in a variable matching system the Tape Monitor
amplifies the tape monitor signal (1000 ohms at 100 mV). The
amplified signal activates both a 3 ohms speaker and also a
level meter. The delleclion of the level meter can be adjusted
by means of a variable resistance. The desired amount of
deflection is first decided upon. Now. by comparing the reading
on the level meter with that of the tape recorder magic eye
when the latter is fully closed, one can see by looking at the
level meter of the Tape Monitor unit, when the recorder is being
overloaded. If the Monitor is used in conjunction with a mixer
unit, then the overloading can be reduced forthwith. Otherwise,
either the volume of sound at source must be reduced or, the
recorder's controls adjusted.
The variable resistor marked 25K ohms should be rewound to
a value of 20 ohms. This is used as a volume control. The
other variable resistor: I00K ohm. is used in conjunction with
a 15K ohm resistor and fixed condensers to form part of a
variable matching system.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
•
. . . about a Reflectograph Manual
From:— G. B. Shaw, 2 Park Ravine, The Park Nottingham.
Dear Sir:—I am writing to ask if any of your readers can assist
me in obtaining a copy of the instruction book for the Reflectograph Model 500. It has occurred to me that some reader may
be willing to loan or sell me a copy. Any help in this direction
would be appreciated.
Yours faithfully.
*
•
•
. . . about early articles
From:—R. Brookes 27 Grecnway Drive, Staines, Middlesex.
Dear Sir:—A friend of mine recently loaned me his bound
volume I of The Tape Recorder and I am most envious of his
possession. The many earlier articles aimed at helping the
beginner arc most interesting and valuable. I am sure there must
be other readers who missed these initial articles who would
purchase them if they were reprinted in a book form. " Taking
up tape " and " What do these things mean to you " arc excellent
examples to start a series.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
•
. . . about a tape exchange
From:—R. F. Kidd, 18 Milton Road. Buckland Estate, Dover,
Kent.
Dear Sir:—I see from the letters printed in your magazine each
month, that you have readers in most parts of the world. Therefore I wonder if you could put me in touch with someone of
my own age with whom I can exchange tapes.
I am 17-year-old. my interests are tape recording, photography,
cycling, radio and television. The equipment used is four track
with speeds of 71, 3J and His; countries I am particularly
interested in contacting are the U.S.A. and Australia.

. . . about being creative again
From:—K. A. Paxlon, 125 North Road, Wilbemsea, Yorkshire.
Dear Sir:—A correspondent asks what the owner of a single
machine, the average enthusiast, can do with his machine. Surely
the possibilities are quite varied. 1 own a Stella ST 454, reviewed
in the August Tape Recorder. With this, I have done both live
and " canned " recording. On the lively side I include a concert
given by my College Choral Society, recorded at the last minute
with little thought or indeed scope for elaborate facilities, a
family wedding, from which I shall in due course have a disc
cut. the voices of college friends whom I shall not see for at
least a few years now, and an impersonation of the college
Principal which, played during the commission of a misdemeanour, made the culprit as nervous as a kitten, so true, did the
recording sound.
Your correspondent seems to jib at " canned " recording, speaking of " disappointing copies" and of the recorder as an " expensive copying machine". My copying has in general been
neither disappointing nor expensive. 1 manage as good a recording as my radio will give me. which is no more than I ask, as
the radio would be for me as for many others the only means
of access to much of what I record. So far as I know, copyright
subsists only in gramophone records, and except when these are
played on the radio, none of the BBC material presumes upon
the laws of copyright. After all, it is for our edification that
the corporation exists, and if to understand or appreciate something we need a second hearing, then surely we. whom the BBC
serves, arc entitled to this if we can provide it at no one else's
expense, i.e. by recording it.
Other correspondents may suggest other uses, and indeed one
could think of many more (1 had even projected a short feature
programme on a particular institution) but the use I have made
of my machine has satisfied me perfectly that my money has
been well spent.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
•
. . . about a tape monitor
From:—The Rev. Yerburgh, Wells Cathedral School, Wells,
Somerset.
Dear Sir.—Your recent articles by John Borwick prompts me
to submit details of a gadget which I have constructed. This
has been of use to me and may be of interest to others.
This unit was built into a Stentorian " Bedford" external
speaker and used in conjunction with a Philips tape recorder,
E,L.?542: but. doubtless, it could be used with other recorders
which have high-impedance monitor sockets. It consists,
essentially, of a level meter and an amplifier. The amplifier
used was a one-watt transistor amplifier (G.S. 12005) manufactured by T S.L By means of switches the unit can be used
j»c«
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I WATT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER.
G S 12005
TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LTD

7- 1.200 FT. ACETATE 17/6 post free.
7" 1.800 FT. POLYESTER 29/- post free.
Brand New, Perfect, Splice-free, A llraclirely Boxed.
GUARANTEE If you arc not completely satisfied with
any purchase, 1 undertake to refund the full price
plus your return postage.

■
D. VILLIERS, 12a H0RSEFERRY ROAD ESI., LONDON. S.W.I
(Hail orders only please)
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Quaranicc

NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HAND-MADE FOR RELIABILITY
AND CONSISTENTLY HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
RIO SPECIFICATION: 2 or4 track version. 10 watts push pull
Record Replay Responses
7* ips. 40 16.000 C.P.S.") : 3 dBs.
3:,1 ips. 40 10.000 C.P.S. > \i optimum

^
*

halftrack 50dBs at 33 ips.
quarter track 45 dBs at 33 ips.
Modified Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and Radio/Gram
inputs each with separate gain controls for mixing. Separate
bass and treble controls. ;; 12 dBs at 50 cycles and 12 k cs.
Adjustable monitor volume control independent of record
level. Peak signal lever meter 2\ in. square. Bogcn heads.
Record safely device. 600 ohms Cathode follower output.
Two per cent total harmonic distortion on peaks. 200 250
volts 50 cycles or 100 120 volts 60 cycles. Valve line up:
3 EF86. 2 ECC83. 1 ECC82. 2 ECL86. Metal rectifier, contact
cooled
Prices: 2 Track 7" spools
...
59 gns.
4 Track 7" spools ...
...
...
...
69 gns.
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REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD.
118 Park Road North, South Acton,
London, W.3
Phone; Acorn 4141
r

RECORDER

CENTRE

OPEN SUNDAY *
An Amiiiing Suttess! ! The only way to describe our
MORNINGS
*
new City Showrooms. Thousands have already visited this
FROM
*
easily reached (see below) tape recorder paradise, to see.
hear and compare all that's latest and best in tape recorders.
9.30 a.m.—2 p.m. *
As Britain's leading Tape Recorder Specialists our City.
Stratford and East Ham branches all offer you an unrivalled CLOSED SATURDAYS
icirr showrooms only)
selection of tape recorders all available on the easiest of
H P. terms together with our exclusive FREE AFTER SALES
SERVICE GUARANTEE given with every recorder purchased.
A warm friendly welcome awaits all who call at any one of
cur branches.

'^
"
| LIVERPOOL SI STATION
LONDON'S LARGEST RECORDER REPAIR SPECIALISTS
HOW TO GET THERE
Our showrooms are s tuated almost immediately oppos:te LIVERPOOL ST. STATION, near DIRTY
DICKS and next door to famous BISHOPSGATE INSTITUTE, By road. rail, bus or tube sin-ply alight at
LIVERPOOL ST. STATION. The following buses pass by or near our door. 6. 6A. 8. 8A, 88. 9. 11, 22,
35, 35A, 47, 76. 78, 133, 257,649. 649A. alight LIVERPOOL ST. 10.15,23,25,26,32,42.48.78. 253. alight
MIDDLESEX ST, We are also on the CENTRAL, METROPOLITAN and CIRCLE tube lines, and all tram
services terminating at LIVERPOOL ST.
CITY

&

ESSEX TAPE RECORDER CENTRES
228, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2
BIS. 2609
and
2. MARYLAND STATION, STRATFORD. E.I5
I 205, HIGH STREET NORTH, EAST HAM, E.6
Tel.: MARYLAND S879
Tel.: GRANGEWOOD 6S43
444
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DETAILS

OF

&
NEW

ACCESSORIES
PRODUCTS

• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams ore published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports ore published in a separate section.
Slu/v.i Memo-Cord Recorder
'"PHE smallest tape recorder to reach this country so far is the
Sluzzi Memo-Cord which measures only 41 x 31 x If in. and
*
weighs 11 oz. Although the machine is so small, one hour's
playing time is possible with the use of special 1 in. recording
TRUVOX
tape. Power is provided by a PP3 transistor battery and a D15
INTRODLCK
penlighl cell. The volume is controlled automatically and the
loudspeaker and microphone is built-in. Rewind can be operated
TWO NEW
I
by power or manually. A hand or foot remote control is available
RECORDERS
for a secretary or shorthand typist, or alternatively an amplifier
speaker unit can be supplied. The price of the Memo-Cord is
*
£26 5s. complete in a book styled presentation case. The distributors arc Recording Devices Ltd., 44 Southern Row, Kensington,
London, W.I0.
'"PRUVOX Lid will shortly introduce additions to their range
A of tape recorders. The redesigned tape deck, whilst similar
in appearance to the Mark 6 model, has numerous modifications
resulting in improved mechanical performance. The method of
operation has been simplified, frequency response improved and
additional facilities provided. Both the two track and four track
models will have cabinets of the latest design. The Model R82,
the two track machine will have the following features:— Mechanical disc brakes; Separate drive wheels for each speed, automatically disengaged when the machine is switched off; Interlock
which ensures that the record switch will revert to playback when
the stop, forward, or rewind buttons are pressed; A pause control
that can be left on indefinitely: Superimposition; Mixing facilities;
4 watts ouput: Auto-slop; Straight through amplifier; Storage
space in the cabinet for tape.
The Model R84, a four track machine, has the same specification as above, but is filled with a track selector switch with a
stereo replay position. Sockets at the rear allow for a second tape
amplifier. Frequency response on both machines is claimed to
be 40 to 20.000 c s = ? dB at 7i i/s and 40 to 12,000 c/s ± 3 dB
at 3} i s. Prices will be announced shortly, but further details
may be obtained from the manufacturers. Truvox Ltd., Ncasden
Lane, London. N.W.I0.

*

N

THE
TANDBERG
SERIES 3B
MONAURAL
RECORDER
*
WE promised in last month's Tape Recorder that we would
publish a photograph of the new Tandberg Series 3B. This
has now reached the office, and as readers can see above, the
basic design is similar to the previous models. This is a two-track
three-speed, monaural recorder capable of taking 7 in. spools. The
price is £79 16s. The machine is manufactured in Oslo and distributed in this country by Elstone Electronics Ltd., Edwards Street,
Templar Street, Leeds, 2.
*
•
•
Wilmex Tape Accessories
ANEW SERIES of accessories for the tape recording enthusiast
has just arrived in this country from America, and will be
distributed by Wilmex Ltd.
The Gibson Girl tape splicer shown at this year's Audio Festival,
cuts the tape diagonally and then trims the edges with a " bow
wave" the same as the SP3 splicer. The cost of this is 18s. 3d.
fitted with stainless steel blades, these are claimed to have a
life of 2,500 splices. Other accessories include a tape cleaning
kit type TK2 which contains a special cleaning fluid for recording
and playback heads together with a tape cleaning cloth. This is
priced at 12s, 6d. A tape threader for quick threading of a tape
on to an empty spool. Self-adhesive spool labels, tape clips for
securing the end of a full reel of tape and tape storage cans for
5 in. and 7 in. reels. Further details of all these accessories can
be obtained from Wilmex Ltd., Wilmex House, 151-3 Clapham
High Street, London. S.W4.

*
BUSH
ENTER THE
TAPE
RECORDER
MARKET
•

BUSH Radio Ltd.. demonstrated their first tape recorder at this
year's Radio Show. Known as the TP50, it is a four track
machine using the B.S.R. Monardeck with push-button controls.
Frequency response claimed at the single speed of 31 i/s is
80-10,000 c s, Wow and Flutter less than 0.2%. A revolution
counter is fitted and magic eye recording level. The output of
2 watts is fed into a 7 x 4 in. speaker. Separate bass and treble
controls are provided. The size of the TP50 is 14 x 71 x 131 in.,
weight 25} lb., price £42. The manufacturers arc Bush Radio
Ltd.. Power Road, Chiswick, London. W.4.

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
78s & LPs from your own tapes
Master Discs and pressings
Recording Studio equipped with Bechstein Grand
Mobile Recording Van — " Off the Air" Service
Pr«cli«in| ruidios with or without •ccompaniit
21 BUhopa Clote Church Unc, E.I7 COP 3S89
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THE METRO-SOUND
RANGE

OF

TAPE

\jSSi

PSYCHO-DISCS & TAPES

RECORDER

Educational Recordings Ltd. announce the
release of a unique L/P record:-

ACCESSORIES
KLENZATAPE—for cleaning Tape Recorder Heads
Complete kit, 12/6d. Fluid Refills, 3/lld.
METRO-SPLICER—for both Recording Tape and
8 ram. Cine-Film—Complete with Film Emulsion
Scraper and spare Cutting Unit, 15/-.
Spare Scrapers, 1/-. Spare Cutting Units 2/6d.
The Original METRO-TABS—for making positive
identification of Recordings AT A GLANCE—
3/lld. complete with Index.
Tape Deck Cleaning Brush—made from specially
shaped feather-soft non-scratch Nylon, 2/6d. each.

the ACER
TALKING
Side I:
Side 2:

We also supply L/P records and magnetic tapes
on Psychology, health, sleep-learning, and many
other interesting subjects.
Brochure gladly sent free under plain cover on
request.
Write NOW to;
EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD.,
Dept. I3B, 27. York Road., Ilford, Essex.

Sole Manufacturers:
The METRO-SOUND Mfg. Co. Ltd.
I9a Buckingham Road, London, N.I. (CLIisold 8506/7)

LONDON

HI-FI

Complete instruction on self-hypnosis
A revolving hypnotic device together
with the voice of a Hypnotist.
Price 3 gns. Post free.
(overseas postage extra)

The above Hems now complete with many spares
in the
METRO-SOUND TAPE ACCESSORIES SET
lavishly mounted and luxuriously packaged for
only £2 2s. Od. (Normal Total Retail Value
£2 4s. 9d.).

SOUTH

HYPNO-DISC

TAPE

RECORDING

AND

CENTRE

RENOWNED
PART

EXCHANGE

and appointed agents for:
FERROCRAPH 4AN
FERROGRAPH 4SN
FERROCRAPH 808
REFLECTOGRAPH "A"
...
VORTEXION WVA
BRENELL MK 5 "M"

SPECIALISTS

s

v
C

81 gnt.
88 gm105 gn»105 gnt£93.13.0
89 gnt.

TANDBERC Sariat 6
BRENELL MK S ...
PHILIPS STEREO
TRUVOX R7
SIMON SP5
REPS RIO
GRUNDIG TK24

110
44
92
82
93
59
55

gnt.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.

If you have outgrown /our present tape recorder or hi-fi equipment and would
like to own a more advanced machine, as used by professionals and serious tape
recorder enthusiasts, contact us today for a free quotation.
We have thousands of satisfied customers throughout the British Isles. We
also hold a large stock shop-soiled and second-hand machines at bargain prices.
Ask for list.

FERROGRAPH 4AN, 81 gns.
AHo in Stock:—
TRANSISTOR-BATTERY Tunarf
Crundig TKI ... 29 gna. Amplifiars
Mini vox B . 30 gna. Microphones
Buroba NTS ... 49 gnt. Transcription Units
Stv«lmxn
... 55 gnB. Speakers
PkilipB ELists ... 24 gnt. Pick-ups

29°DEPOSIT
18-24 MONTHS
BALANCE
TERMS
12 MONTHS
AVAILABLE
FREE SERVICING—FREE DELIVERY—FREE TAPE OFFERS —200 MACHINES ON DISPLAY —OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
WILL DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE.
A LARGE SELECTION OF USED TAPE RECORDERS.
TELEPHONE: BALHAM 7710
THE

BEST

REW

NO

INTEREST

TERMS

EARLSFIELD LTD. 266 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON. S.W.I7
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground station: Opposite Tooting Market
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EQUIPMENT

REVIEWED

with fairly violent motion of the recorder such as would be
encountered when carrying the machine by the shoulder strap.
Playback frequency response: Fig 2 shows the response at the
low level output socket when playing a 200 microseconds test
+S

BUTOBA
MT5
BATTERY
PORTABLE

f

Ode

3^ I/S
200 HICMSEC TEST TAP£

-s

1

+5
ode

1/S.
400 HICMSEC TEST WE,
10,000
L000
'5ioo
FREQUENCY CPS
FtG.2.
tape at 31 i/s. and also the response from the same tape played
al half speed al II i/s. This shows that the tone control should
be set to 5 for 31 i/s replay and to 10 for 12 i/s replay to the
Internationally accepted 200 and 400 microsecond characteristics.
Record replay responses: The lone control operates on both
record and play, but on the maker's recommendation the tone
control was set to 10 for all recording tests. Fig. 3 indicates the
response obtained when oscillator tones were fed to the radio

Manufacturer's Specification: Double track international system. Tape speeds
i/s and H i/s. Playing time 2 hours with
double play tape at 3J i s and 4 hours with double play tape at
li i s. Push button operation. Tone and volume control. Microphone impedance 200 ohms. Microphone input 200 microvolts.
Radio input impedance I00K. Low level output 100 millivolts at
200 ohms. Frequency range 50-13,000 c/s at 31 i/s. 60-5,000 c/s at
II i/s. Noise level -40dB. Power output 1.2 watts. Magic line
record level indicator. 7 transistors, 2 diodes and magic line
indicator. Batteries 8 U2. Mains converter 110-260 volts at 50-60
c/s, or car battery. 2 Motors. Clock type tape indicator. 20-40
hours battery life. Weight, including batteries 12 lb. Price
£72 "Js. including connecting lead, moving coil microphone and
empty spool. Sole importers Denham & Moriey Ltd., Denmore
House. I7J-I75 Cleveland House, London, W.l.
•
•
•
THE forerunner of this machine, the MT4 was enthusiastically
reviewed in the Portable Recorder Field Trial No. 8 in
August last year. Messrs. Denham & Moriey were so confident
of the performance of this new slightly modified version that
they have submitted it for a full scale technical review with no
concessions to the fact that it is a portable recorder and with the
invitation to " give it the works1 have done so and I must
say I am most impressed with the results of these tests.
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FIG.3.
input and replayed via the low level output socket. These responses are very close to those obtained from the test tapes and
show that the recorded response on the tape conforms to the
standard 200 and 400 microsecond recording characteristics. The
dolled curve and the tone control settings marked on this figure
refer to the lone control position on replay.
Acoustic responses: The overall acoustic response, including
the loudspeaker and the effect of the case, is shown in fig. 4.
This was obtained by feeding one-third octave bands of filtered
while noise to the radio socket on record, with the tone control
at 10. and then measuring the replay sound level at a distance
of I ft. from the speaker fret with a calibrated microphone.
This again shows that the most level acoustic response is
obtained with the tone control al 5 for 31 i/s and at 10 for I)
i/s. Al the higher speed the response is maintained level within
plus or minus 4dB over the range 200 c/s to 6.500 c/s. This
is appreciably better than most table model recorders and
accounts for the extremely fine tone quality remarked upon in
the field tests. The maximum undistorted acoustic output was
109 phons. which is slightly above the average for all recorders
so far tested, mains or battery. The fact that the loudspeaker is
mounted on what would normally be considered the bottom
of the cabinet accounts for the open unobstructed and unboxed
sound quality.
Continued on page 449

—*A

v-—v/Fig. 1. Top two ftmirrgrani readings al 31 i/s 0.11% R M S.
Lower pair IJ i s 0.16% R.M.S.
Wow and duller: The combined wow and flutter at the highest
speed of 31 i/s is 11% R.M.S.. and at If i/s .16%. The "fluttergrams " of fig. 1 show that there is no recurrent cyclical component of wow and duller and that the tape motion will stand
comparison with the best mains driven machines. Music recordings al both speeds were smooth and sweet with only a slight
curtailment of the upper frequencies to indicate that the lower
speed was being used. The tape speed remained constant, even
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Jrerroaraph
(Appointed
Dealer) *
NUSOUND RECORDING COMPANY
London Showroom
AMPEX
35 CRAVEN STREET,
Tape Deck and Prc-Amps Model 953 TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
LONDON.
As above In portable ease Model 961
W.C.2.
Complete stereo Recorder Model970
TEL: rut 2060
(below)

AMPEX Model 970
It it with pride that we announce we have for demonstration a
selection of Tape Recorders manufactured by the AMPEX
CORPORATION. You are cordially Invited to sec and hear these fine
Instruments at our new London Showroom, where we display a
representative range of highest quality Tape Recorders available
to the semi-professional, and the serious home recordist. A-track ?
2-track? Stereo or Mono? Our technical and practical experience
is at your disposal.
IT PAYS TO OCAL WITH A SPECIALIST.

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER

THE BOND RECORDING TAPE SPLICER
—professional

splice in seconds !
H

No sossors or oiaaes.
Integral Tape Dispenser.
Complete ease and reliaSignal Indicator for CUT
btlity of operation.
and TRIM positions.
Replaceable cutter cart2 depress ons of the clamp
—and the splice is made.
ridge.
Tape Editing with the BONO is a new found pleasure
ete mfth ISO' ■ jointing tofte
32/6
Sole D st- Puto-

TAPE

—- Ir^w Cine Accessorleu — ltd.
BONO ST., BRIGHTON SUSSEX

RECORDER
COVERS

REALLY /—.PORTABLE

WITH A' VoincJio 'CONVERTER
A Valradio converter enables you to operate your tape
recorder from car. boat or caravan battery, or any other
source of low voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for
you to record outdoor events, or dictation, or to provide
entertainment when you go on holiday or picnics, etc.
Prices range from £6.10.0., many models available
Write for fully detcrlplive folder to
Tfi
VALRADIO LTD.
Dept.. TR/C.
Browells Line,
Feltham, Middlesex
Tel. Feltham 4242
To Valradio Lid., Dept. TR/C, Browells Lane. Feliham. Middlesex.
Please send me fully descriptive folder for converters
suitable for Tape Recorders.
NAME
ADDRESS

Smart, waterproof covar
to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made from rubberised
canvas In navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
handy xip microphone
pocket and name panel.
Cossor 1602
sm
1601
mStella ST455
«/n/s
..
ST454
4f «
SajsMK.5
57/4
Grund (
T< S
SS Stuxzl Trlcorder
$»/t< e
63 Saba
41/52 6
TK 10
Wyndsor Viscount
«/-•
TK :«
Victor ...
SS 40/-»
TK 15
$$ Elizabethan Princess
40/TK 3C
60 Avon
40/'K 35
63 ,,
Escort
57/4*
60 ,,
Major
TK 5C
41/TK 55
63 FT. 1
44/TK 60
75 -•
FT.3
t
Fl-Cord
TK 83C 33
63 •
52/4
Korting (4 track stereo) ... 41/CuD
35 Telefu ■iktr 85
60 -•
Harting Stereo
44/85
65 Fidelity Argyle
«/-•
Walter 101
75 5
SS 55/76<
Simon SP4
5$ 77K
Clarion (complete with 41/-*
t
Philip 806
$7 6
•trap)
52/4
Brenell Mk.5
77/8109
63/EL3538
63/., 3 star
47/Mlnlvox
EL3S42
63/41/Robuk RK.3
EL3536
70!47/4
EL3515
57/6
•Without pocket.
EL3S4I/IS
57/6
fPrlce to be announced.
A. BROWN V SONS LTD.
24-2B. GEORGE STREET, HULL Tel: 2S4I3. 2S4I2

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
Microphone responses: Two microphones were sent for test
with the MT5. The Beyer M62 is supplied with the
recorder, and the response is shown in Fig. 5A. The
broad bump at 2Kc/s can be partly compensated by turning the
tone control down to about 6 during 3i i/s recording. At the
low speed the tone control is best left at 10 and the microphone
peak used to give a bit of edge to the recorded quality. Fig. 5B
shows the response of the more expensive microphone supplied,
the Sennheiser MD2I. This is a microphone of the highest
quality with a very wide range frequency response. I encountered
some hum on this microphone until I discovered that the screened
mic lead was not earthed to the appropriate connector pin.
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At this point 1 rediscovered a phenomenon otlen remarked
upon by other workers in high quality sound reproduction. This
was that the extended response of the better microphone could
be appreciated even when listening through a system of limited
bandw-idth. The acoustic responses of fig. 4 seems to show that
differences in extreme low note response would not be audible,
but careful listening tests showed that they were. The usual
explanation is that the ear, being a non linear device, can synthesise the missing low frequency fundamental from intermodulation between the harmonics, which may have been present in
the original low frequency signal or may be produced by the
loudspeaker itself. Whatever the reason, it shows that frequency
responses of such complex units as loudspeakers or microphones
do not always tell the full story, and that the ear is still the
final judge.
Signal noise ratio: Perhaps the most impressive feature of this
machine is the almost uncanny quietness in the absence of a
recorded signal. Some of this quietness is due to the very low
■fS
OdB —7JdB .2
m. lY/WW/CN
±5
OdB —74 dfi 1
mf. n/om.K*
-5
IO
IS

level indicator was biased so that it extinguished at peak recording level; this is much more satisfactory than brightening this
type of indicator and is the first time I have felt really happy
with this system. Perhaps all the other manufacturers have been
using it the wrong way round! It just dickered out at a recorded
level lldB above test tape level, and further tests showed that
13dB above test tape level could be recorded before the onset
of tape distortion. This shows that the designers have chosen
to set the bias to optimum for minimum distortion, rather than
try for an extension of frequency response with the risk of low
recorded level and harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
Comment: It may not be immediately obvious from the responses of Figs. 2 and 3 that the fall off in bass response is a
function of the geometry of the head and of the playback electronics. The recorded response on the tape goes down to about
40 c/s or less, so that recordings made on this machine may be
played back on a semi-professional machine with full range
response. The head was set exactly to the azimuth of my test
tape and required no further adjustment. The radio input is
at an impedance of 100K. but the required input level is only
3 millivolts for full recorded level. This means that an attenuator
will be required if recording from a radio tuner or extension
speaker outlet is to be attempted, otherwise the first transistor
can be overloaded and operation of the volume control will
reduce the recorded level, but the overload distortion will remain.
This radio input has enough sensitivity to work from most
high impedance moving coil microphones. 100K is a bit low for
a crystal microphone but the slight cut in bass response may
be useful for speech recording.
The press button controls are fairly stiff and have to be
operated firmly, as they have certain mechanical functions to
perform as well as electrical switching. The clock type tape
position indicator works very well, and a given item on a tape
can be located within a few inches without fail. The mains unit
slips easily into place (instead of the batteries) with no increase
of noise or hum level, so that the battery pack may be conserved
for those less frequent outside events.
The low mechanical and electrical noise level of this recorder
makes it ideal for the recording of low level outdoor events, such
as bird song or nature study work, and the high quality playback
sound makes it an ideal choice for the enthusiast who only
wants to buy one recorder, but may be called upon to do
occasional recordings away from home and independently of the
mains supply. An excellent job and warmly recommended.
A. Tutchlngs.
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Microphone responses (Fig. 5A) Top-Beyer M62 (Fig. 5B)
bottom Sennheiser MD 21.
mechanical noise. I tried to emulate Mr. Moir's sound level
measurements, but. at a foot away from the recorder the reading was below 30 phons, which is the prevailing noise level
in one of my quietest rooms. Only when the test meter was
brought within a few inches of the case was any reading obtainable. This bears out subjective tests; the ear has to be almost
against the machine to tell if the motor is running. Electrical
measurements were almost equally satisfactory. Transistor hiss
and motor noise were 45dB below test tape level, or 57dB below
peak recording level. Bulk erased tape gave a peak S/N ratio
of S2dB, and tape erased and biased on the machine was SOdB
below peak recorded level. The " exclamation mark" record

XAANY readers will recall an " odd-man-out" tape recorder
which had its two spools stacked one above the other, and
which was advertised about 12-18 months ago at a price of some
£90. This same recorder, now re-named the " Countess", is
currently on offer (advertised in this magazine) at a pr ce of 30
guineas. And this advertisement has brought us a very large
enquiry mail—the main theme of all letters being more or leas
the same: "(1) Is it any good; (2) Would I find it useful as a
second machine; (3) If / buy it. am I likely to find any service
facilities for it, should it go wrong?"
In order to answer the first two points, we obtained one of the
instruments from the advertisers (Radio Clearance Ltd., 27 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.l.) and gave it a very thorough
testing. So far as point (3) is concerned, we are informed by the
advertisers that they are making very detailed arrangements for
service facilities, and that they consider this necessary in view of
449

an absolute practical minimum
3
VVA3Wand

BRITISH-MADE

That has been one of our main
objectives since we started making
tape decks and recorders and we
feel that we have achieved this
(along with many other notable
features) in our present range of
recorders. By the use of high
GD82I
quality components and fastidious precision assembly these
"wow and flutter" figures arc maintained :
Below '05% at 15 i.p.s. ■ Below -15% at 3J i.p.s.
Below -1% at 7} i.p.s. | Below -25% at 1J i.p.s.
The Brenell Mark 5 deck at 28 gns. has greater precision and
dependability than you are ever likely to find elsewhere at
anywhere near the price.
IT'S A HEART THAT IS AS SOUND AS SOUND CAN BE

MICROPHONES
consistently
specified for quality
and reliability
MODELS FOR TAPE RECORDERS,
STUDIO USE AND SPECIALISED
APPLICATIONS
: (yyes far Awn tic rerorders for 67/6 to twin
; for fall professional me at 30 gas.
UTESATURE ON REQUEST
ST. GEOOCE'S WOKKS
LUSTRAPHONE LTD. HEGEKTS PARK ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
***r\ro%e 8S44
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Accessories for your

ABRIDGED
MARK 5 DECK
SPECIFICATION
28 GNS.
3 INDEPENDENT MOTORS
(Capstan motor—hysteresis
synchronous)
4 RECORDING AND
PLAYBACK SPEEDS
1
'i. 3|. 7j and IS i.p.s.
FAST REWIND (1,200 ft.
rewound in either direction
in 45 sees.)
O ft
ACCEPTS 8J in. reels
PAUSE CONTROL
INTERLOCKED CONTROLS
DIGITAL REV. COUNTER
ARK 5 TYPE 'M'
88 GNS.
PROVISION FOR EXTRA HEADS
(Mono or Stereo)
TAPE RECORDERS.- MARK 5: 64 GNS. MARK 5 STEREO: £99.12.0.
3 STAR: 58 GNS. 3 STAR STEREO: 89 GNS.
Full details and the address of your nearest
stockist from the sole manufacturers
^ BRENELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
| 1A DOUGHTY STREET,
' LONDON, W.C.1.
Brenell
CHANCERY 5809 HOLBORN 7385
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FePFoStapH
(Appointed
Dealer)
The "Numn" ts a
convenient tn^ver
which enables a
Ferrograph user to
mix and fade at wrD
two programmes,
from microphone
and radio gnm.
Ahemativeb.
speaker output
sockets from any
power amplifier can
be used
Any combinatioo of
two programmes is
possible with the
Nusound ""Numn"
device.

VI
I

Price £4-7-6d.
Write for leaflet on "NUMIX" and "MONITOR"
NUSOUND RECORDING CO.
35 Cravca Sc. Trafalgar Square. London, W.C2. Tel.! TRA. 2080

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
the fairly large quantity of these recorders which they have sold,
and are still selling.
When any product is first marketed at a price approaching £100,
and is then marked down to about one-third of that figure, the
public can be excused for being suspicious of it. The first question
usually asked is " Why didn't it sell?" Well, in this case we
believe the answer to that question is that the idea was too
revolutionary in itself, and far loo revolutionary in view of the
price originally asked. So. having answered that unspoken one,
let us answer the three main questions of our first paragraph.
/s ii iiny Kood? Yes. without doubt it is very good indeed. It
could not possibly be made and sold at the pr'ce to-day in this
country.
WuuU / find ii useful us a second machine? Again, without
an\ doubt at all. Ves. It has all the normal facilities of a normal
domestic recorder. In fact, the only ditference between it and all
other good quality machines is the somewhat strange tape spool
and transport la) out. This looks awkward to anyone who is
accustomed to the normal, but in practice is not in the least
awkward: and it only lakes an hour or so to become completely at
home with it.
The feed spool is placed over the spindle; a metal bush is then
dropped over it. the take-up spool is dropped on top of that, in
turn. Tape from the feed spool is pulled out (exactly as normal)
dropped into the slot (as with every other model), and led to the
take-up spool, in the same direction and manner as for other
machines.
A funct on lever selects fast forward, replay, fast rewind, and
record One push-button selects
or 7} i/s. A second pushbutton starts the motor. A third push-button stops or starts the
transport system
This column must not be read as a full-scale review, but as a
home test report. The recorder has not been subjected to our
usual series of bench tests, but we have little doubt that it would
score very high marks and much praise in such tests. It is well
and very solidly built. Us controls function smoothly and positively Recorded tapes from the catalogues of E.M.I. (7j i/s) and
W.R.C. (JJ i s) were replayed on it with very pleasing results
through its own in-built speaker, and with excellent results through
an extension speaker. As a recorder, it works and behaves as well
as any other domestic recorder we have tested, and better than
several.
Summjr\ This is a genuine bargain, in our studied opinion.
Anyone who has been dithering about the purchase of a second
machine is recommended to make sure of one, before the opportunity passes
M.H.

YOUtt TAPE PEALEtl
Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders
CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596
Open till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays)
Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders
by Leading Manufacturers
CUSTOM BUILT INSTALLATIONS
Ail High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available
Estimates Free
Personal Service
Custom High Fidelity
371 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, London, N.I3
Tel. PALmers Green 5228
ALL LEADING HAKES IN STOCK
CmH or Easy Term,
Iaskys
LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE
207 EDCWARE ROAD, W.2
radio
PAD 3271/2
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I NUS 2605
LEONARD G. FRANCIS PRESENTS . . .
SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD.
SnCIAUSTS IN TAPE RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES, ETC.,
TOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLT HELP—SALES AND SERVICE
• STATION PARADE,
Showroom. Open until 7 pm.
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN.
EROSPECT 09tS
LONDON, S.W.H
(Next to Monlokt Station SA)
Country and Provincial
BOURNEMOUTH
XATIOXAL RADIO SUPPLIES
66 Holdenhnrst Road,
Bournemouth
Tape, Hi-Fi & components
Tel. 25232
H. D. KIRK
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Sptcioiixtx in High rnJeirty
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Phono: 23093
.BOLTON

1
CANTERBURY
FERROGRAPH—REFLECTOGRAPH
FI-CORD — SIMON — PHILIPS ETC.
TAPES ALWAYS IN STOCK
ACCESSORIES
GOULDENS, 36, High Street.
Telephone: 4031
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R.E.S. (COVENTRY) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions. ★ The Best Selection—Terms and
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS.
R-E.S. (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St.
CoTeotry 28781/2

I
Wail till I ploy I his hack ul two o'clock tomorrow mo ning . . .
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YOUR TAPE DEALER
CROYDON, SURREY
Stockists of Grundig and all makes of tape recorders, tapes and
accessories. Specialists in tape synchronised with cine projectors
CROYDON CINE EXCHANGE LTD.
48 SOUTH END, CROYDON
Telephone: Croydon 0236

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid and accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque.
The rate is 6d. per word with a minimum charge of 7/6d. Box
numbers may be used for an extra charge of I/6d. The trade rate
is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions on
application.
Send replies to box numbers c/o "The Tape Recorder", 99
Mortimer SrreeL London, W.L
No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers,
or the printers of "The Tape Recorder", for the quality of any
goods olTered. nought, or exchanged through the medium of these
columns, or for an> failure in payment, etc., though the greatest
care will be taken to ensure that only bona-fide advertisements
are accepted
All adttnisementt for ihc November issue must arrive not later
than October 3rd.

EXETER-DEVO N
FILDEWS
• PHONE: 74161/2
■
■
*01
We cover the whole of Devon—Dorset—Cornwall and West Somerset with
Tandbcrg—Brcncll—Philips—Grundig, Tape Recorders etc. Main Ferrograph
distributors for area.
FARNHAM, SURREY
★ Stockists of all the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment
ic Comparative
Demonstrations
Cabinet Manufacturers
and Designers
Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed
★ Specialists in custom-built Hi-Fi Equipment
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop
26/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey.
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI DEALERS

For Sale
Tape splicing is easy and accurate with an Easysplice Tape splicer.
Patented and guaranteed. Sent by return, price 5s. Easysplice, 30,
Lawrence Road. Ealing.
Prc-Rccordcd Tapes. Unique 40 page catalogue listing all makes,
mono stereo, 74 and 3j- i.p.s. Send 2s. 6d. refundable on first tape
record purchased. Dept. TR4, Teielape Ltd., 33, Edgware Road.
London, W.2
Tape/Oisc/Tape transfer, editing, duplicating. If quality and durability
matter (especially wilh LP's from your precious tapes) consult Britain's
oldest transfer service. (LP's from 16s.). Limited quanlily 1,800 ft.
American branded LP tapes 35s. Sound News, 10, Clifford Street,
London. W.I.
Use up those odd lengths of tape, splice them together professionally
after reading " How to Splice Tape" price 2s. 6d. posted from The
Tape Recorder, 99, Mortimer Street, London. W.L
Find that review you want—get a copy of the index to volumes
I & 2 Tape Recorder. Price 2s. each posted.
Recording Tape. Save up to 30%. Send for list. Also 50 secondhand Recorders in stock. E C. Kingsley & Co., 132 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. EUS 6500.
Ask your dealer for American Kerrodynaniics " Brand Five " recording
tapes. The best tape value!
A binder will keep your copies of The Tape Recorder clean and
ready for easy reference, volumes I, 2 & 3 available, price 15s.
each" post free, from 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.L
American recording tape. New, individually boxed acetate long
play tape; 1,800 ft. on 7 in. reels 27s., 4 reels 100s., 900 ft. on 5 in.
reels 16s. 4 reels 60s. Post free J. L. Darvell, 3) Hamilton Crescent,
London, N.13.
40% below usual prices. Highest Grade Standard recording tape.
Polylhened, boxed and unconditionally guaranteed, brand new—7 in.
reels 19s., 5 in. reels I2s. 6d,, p. and p. on each tape Is. or free on
4 or more tapes.—W.S.L. (Tape Dept.), 106 Greyhound Lane, London,
S.W.I 6.
Hi-Fi for you: Amplifiers, recorders, mixers, etc. Built to your
own requirements. Fully guaranteed. Estimates free.—Harmel Electric,
81 Ram Gorse. Harlow. Essex. Tel.: Harlow 25589.

Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax)
Yorkshire's Leading Tape Recorder Specialists
Comparative Demonstrations Daily
0
Official Telefunken Service Agents
Hi-Fi Stockists
SOUND INSTALLATIONS
30 Kings Cross Street, Halifax
Phone: Halifax 66832
LEICESTER
ALL YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS
H.M.V. QUAD LEAK ROGERS
Speakers by: TANNOY
MORDAUNT
LOWTHER
W.B.
WHARFEDALE GOODMANS.
Tope; FERROGRAPH
REFLECTOGRAPH
GRUNDIG
SIMON BRENELL.
Record Debartment: ALL LABELS-PARASTAT SERVICE.
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street. Leicester.
Tel: 20431

WESTWOOD'S

of

46 GEORGE STREET
PHONE: 47783

SOUTHA MPTON—SALISBURY
-A- All the best makes of Tape Recorders
it Hi-Fi Systems and Records
it Expert knowledge and advice
The West of England High Fidelity Specialists
■ P.
p SIITTON
ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON
J.
I I WIN |5.|SHIRLEY
8 QUEEN STREET. SALISBURY

TAPE RECORDERS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT • DISC
CUTTING STD A LP FROM TAPE
STUDIO
FACILITIES • HIRE SERVICE ■ SALES • EXCHANGES

WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing 5142

MAGNEGRAPH
I Hanway Place. London, W.I
Tel: LAN 2IS6
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YOU

PAY

CASH

THE

PRICE

ONLY-OVER

24

MONTHS!
HOWARD

WE

HAVE THE

BIGGEST

SALES

IN

THE

COUNTRY!

WHr?

BECAUSE WE GUARANTEE YOU THE BEST TERMS.
They Include:
NO INTEREST CHARGES ★ DEPOSITS FROM ONLY 10% ★ 2 YEARS TO PAY ★
SPECIAL FREE TAPE. DISCOUNT & COMMISSION OFFERS ★
12 MONTHS FREE
SERVICING ★ FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN U.K. ★ NO PURCHASE TAX ★
CHEAP SECOND-HAND MACHINES ★
10% INTEREST PAID ON YOUR DEPOSIT
★ and lots more besides.
A> Main Agents for ALL the best makes, our Mail Order Department specialises in orders by
post with thousands of sales throughout the whole of England, Scotland, Wales & N. Ireland—
order from us wherever you live—You get cheaper terms, faster delivery, better service from us.
Nearly 500 machines in stock—dozens of different mains, battery & stereo models
—both new & second-hand—on permanent demonstration in our showrooms.
If you want proof of how you can save money by buying from us, write, phone or call in NOW
for free brochures and full details of our terms:

HOWARD

TAPE

RECORDERS

218 HIGH ST. BROMLEY, KENT. RAVensbourne 4477 & 4000
—— — — — —— — — — — CUT Off HERE
— —" — —
—
Please rush me full details of your Terms and Tape Recorder brochures:
Name.

... Address..
Name below any models or price range you are particularly Interested In:

ERyOCT
453

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS—(continued)
For Sale—(continued)
Austrian Stuzzi tape recorder. 2 years, very little use new £72.
Nearest offer to £45. J. Evans, Midfield, Southgate, Aberystwyth.
M.S.S. Tape recorder, semi-professional fine reproduction, £45. Film
Industries ribbon microphone M.8 low imp., £5. Sunnyhill 0306.
Pre-recorded tapes. Unique complete catalogue listing all makes,
mono, stereo,
and 3i i/s including World Record Club tapes. Gall
for free copy or send Is. mailing fee. Dept T.R.3 Teletape Ltd., 33
Edgware Road. W.2. PAD 1942.
Accessories for your Ferrograph recorder. The " Numix" and
" Monitor" units, write for lists, tcl' or call.—Nusound Recording
Co., 35 Craven Street, Trafalgar Square. W.C.2. Tel.: TRA 2080.
Bargains in Bradford: E.M.I, stereo tape deck complete with superb
Tone Control prc-amp and a twin power Amplifier—originally cost
£130 and used for demonstrations only; bargain price for the lot
£25 cash! ! Also going cheap a Gainsborough 3 speed recorder at
£22.—The Audio Centre, 16 Ivcgale, Bradford, I.
Reeves Sound Service. The Midlands foremost service specialists,
repairs and overhauls to all makes of tape and audio equipment.
Retain the value of your instruments by placing your repairs in our
hands, we arc service agents to Government Departments and leading
Manufacturers. Over 14 years of audio specialising guarantees
satisfaction at reasonable cost. Trade service enquiries welcome.—416
Moseley Road, Birmingham, 12. Telephone Calthorpe 2554.
Collaro Mk. II tape deck Mullard " A " amplifier both new and
unused, £14 o.n.o.—Brown. Pendref, Caersws, Montg.
" Eroica " Recording Studios I Established 1949 I. (■>. sound recording
and recording apparatus . All equipment supplied here first evaluated
in our own work. Hear new FERROGRAPH STF.PLO 422 (built-in
mixer both tracks, tape monitoring). We tested 422 v-th full hand in
large hall, and on industrial research. A versatile inslrumet.l fully
equalling the standard of the many Ferrographs we have used and
supplied since I95I. Microphones, speakers, tuners, tape, amplifiers,
etc.. for quality recording. Save time/money, consult experienced
recordists. L.P. discs from your tapes. Mobile/studio recording.
(Studio has Sleinway pianos, electronic organ.) Music editing. More
fair organs eon l.p. shortly. Hear our recordings. Faircy Aviation.
Black Dyke. British All Star on Paxton label.—" EROICA STUDIOS.
Peel Street, Eccles. Manchester. ECCIcs I624, Director: Thurlow
Smith. A.R.M.C.M.
Wanted
Ferrograph Stereo 808 wanted £75 £80 cash for recorder in mint
condition.—Box No. (Leics.) 284.
F'ull-lenglh tape of the recent rosal wedding in York Minster. My
machine takes reels max. dia 5} in. Holding 850 ft. Standard equivalent LP. DP. etc. Tape speed 31 i s only. Smaller lengths accepted
but complete full ceremony preferred. Offers to Blalherwick. 20 The
Drive. Roundhay. Leeds. 8.
Miscellaneous
Tape Recorder need repairing? Let London's largest tape recorder
specialists do it for you, expertlv and economically. City & Essex
Tape Recorder Centres. 2. Maryland Station, Stratford, E.I5.
MAR 5879. See our advert, page 444.
All makes of tape recorders repaired or modified. Miniflux heads
supplied. Audio installations built to your specification by John C.
Latham, Deimos Ltd., 8 Corwell Lane, Hillingdon, Middx.
L. Bishop Ltd., Tape Recorder Services, 1708 Bristol Road South.
Rednal, Birmingham. Telephone Rubcry 709. Grundig Specialists.
Tape to Disc
Tapes? Transfer? Consult Sound News for better rales. See above.
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio
available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Ilford
Sound Recording Service. 63. Ainlrec Crescent. Barkingside. Ilford.
Essex. Telephone: CRE 8947.
Qnallty Service, quantity discount, printed labels'covers. Audio
equipment supplied: callers welcome. MJB Transcription Service,
7, High Street, Maidenhead. Tel.: 230.
Tape to disc. Adanac Recordings, send a personal Christmas message
this year. Records from 12s. 6d.—E. H. Jackson. 36 Bannatyne
Street, Lanark. Scotland.
Tape to disc recording service. All speeds. Photographic sleeves
with all recordings. Details from F.R.S., 162 Shirland Road. London.
W.9.

YOUR TAPE DEALER
SOUTHAMPTON—SALISBURY
★ All the best makes of Tape Recorders
★ Hi-Fi Systems and Records
★ Expert knowledge and advice
The West of England High Fidelity Specialists
I r.
p C|
IT—TO
M «l_ SHIRLEY ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON
J.
OUt
I
IN
|S |8 QUEEN STREET. SALISBURY
WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing SI42
HI Fl

FOR BEGINNERS
by JOHN BORWICK
This is the first title in a long-awaited series of Hi-Fi books,
and wo recommend it thoroughly to every enthusiast.
PRICE plus 9d. postage. Available from
MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD, 99 MORTIMER STREET

ADVERTISERS'
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British Ferrograph Recorder Co. Ltd.
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..
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...
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M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd.
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Metro-Sound Manufacturing Co. Ltd. ...
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Rapid Recording Service
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PLEASE MENTION "THE TAPE RECORDER" WHEN
REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS

HURRY!
Bargain

HURRY!
of
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Don't

Lifetime —Selling

Miss
Fast

3 Unique Electro-Magnetic Heads.
THE "COUNTESS"
3 Heavy duty motors.
Fully interlocked push-button operation.
The latest patented compact
Twin track, 2 speeds, 3j and 7} i.p.s.
design 89gns. TAPE RECORDER
Mixing, superimposing and monitoring
at a fraction of its original
facilities.
Recording level indicator.
cost—limited quantity only. ComClock face spool indicator.
pare these • special features with
Automatic braking.
any machine on the market at
2 separate inputs.
double the price. COMPLETE
Output for separate amplifier.
Provision for external speaker with
WITH 1.200 ft. of Scotch Tape,
automatic muting switch.
crystal microphone, spare plugs,
Attractive cloth covered case.
fuse, mains lead, manual and circuit
SIZE I3J X IIJ X 7f.
Patented design for T spools—only one of its kind in Europe.
diagram—a high-class instrument
High Fidelity Amplifier—can be used straight through.
in every respect.
60-12,000 c/s at 7i i.p.s.
CAN NEVER BE REPEATED AT
REGRET NO EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
Obtainable only from:

30 GNS.
PLUS IS/- CARRIAGE

the

THE
COUNTESS

ft

TRADE SUPPLIED

BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD., 27 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON. W.I
Telephone: MUSeum 9188

SPECIAL
TAPE
SUITABLE FOR ANY RECORDER.
ANY SPEED.

OFFERS!
TWIN TRACK OR FOUR TRACK

AMERICAN C.B.S. BRAND
, j-sse quality. Extended audio range. Brand new and guaranteed.
std. play
600 ft.
acetate
13/long play
900 ft.
P.V.C.
16/6
douole play
1,200 ft.
Mylar
32/long play
1.200 ft.
acetate
19/6

Completely splice free. Fitted with leader tape and stop foil,
Mylar
double play
1.800 ft.
37/SJ in.
7 in.
1,200 ft.
P.V.C.
21/std. play
acetate
28/6
7 in.
long play
1,800 ft.
47/7 in.
double play
2.400 ft.
Mylar

SYNCHROTAPE BRAND
First grade quality. Brand new and guaranteed.
long play
225 ft.
4,9
std. play
600 ft.
12/long play
900 ft.
16/7 in.
long play
UNIVERSAL PLASTIC TAPE SPOOLS
3 in. 1/6;
PLASTIC SPOOL CONTAINERS.
5 in. 1/6;
=.£AS£ ADD POSTAGE.

Splice free and fitted with leader tapes.
850 ft.
IS/6
53 in.
std. play
long play
1.200 ft.
18/6
SJ in.
1.200 ft.
7 in.
std. play
19/271,800 ft.
7 in. 2/6
SJ in. 2/3;
S in. 2/-;
7 in. 2/3
SJ in. 2/-;
SPECIAL TERMS AVAILABLE FOR BULK PURCHASES.

(RADIO) LIMITED
Phone CEPRAKD 8204/9l$b
Cables SMITHEX LESQUAPE
3-34 LISLE STREET. LONDON. WC2

L

HOJRS OF 5JSINESS

% Iiw
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

—

Thursday 9 a.m. to I p.m.
455

—

Open all day Saturday

Authentic Sound takes on an even finer note.
The new specially treated, mirror-smooth
magnetic coating is now available on all BASF tapes.
Of particular value for four-track recording,
it ensures the closest contact between tape
and recording head... gives improved reproduction
of higher frequencies and greater purity of tone.
The popular advantages of BASF tape —
mechanical strength, magnetic stability,
resistance to print-through — remain unchanged.
They help to preserve the sound that only
BASF tapes are made to take and give!

Magnetic Recording Tape
for Authentic Sound
Standard • Long Play • Double Play
mV CHEMICALS LIMITED 5a Gillespie Road London N5

